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TECHNICAL NOTE NO . 987 
NONDESTRUCT I VE MEA S UREHENT OF RESIDUAL AND ENFORCED 
STRESSES BY lIiEANS OF X- RAY DIF:?R.ACT I OH 
II - SO ME APPL ICA T I ON S TO AIRCRAFT PRO~LEMS 
By George Sachs. Charle s S. Smit h , Jack D. Lubahn, 
Gordon E . Davis, and Lynn J . Ebert 
Tests on the use of X-ray diffraction methods for de -
termining surface stress distributio ns in notched tensile 
bars and in the vicinity of a welded j oi nt in aircraft 
steel tubing are described . Data on the effect ' of stress 
and degree of notchin on the principal stresses and atress -
concentr~tion factor s for flat notched tensile - test specimens 
were obtainad . For tho g reat e r part the resul ts confirm 
previous an~lytical and photoolastic determinations of those 
quantit.ies. It \Jas found ti.10.t X- r ay tochniques wero of 
limit8 t value fo= detor2ininG tho direction and ~agnitude of 
residu[!.l st::"osses ir. '.'! cld.nonts s ince the condition of the 
~otal was such as to prevent an accurate det ermina tion of 
the lattice parameters . 
INTRODUCTIO] 
Among the problems interesting to the airc r aft indust ry 
1Ilhich :ni['ht be. subje·c·t to a commercial app lication of X- ray 
stress measuremen ts are (a ) the distribution of stresses 
under load in structures of c hanging section , or II notched ll 
sections, and ' (b) the distribution of residual stress8a in 
-------------~~-----~---.---------------------------------
~Jote ._ A·.compl.ete and 'de-tailed r eport o n thi s inves·tiga -
tion containing . information on the ·e·ffects of variables in 
the metal condit i.on and exp'er imen·tal .te·chnique on the X- ray 
muasurement of s'tress may 1ft) 'obtained -on loan from the Office 
of Aeronautical Intelli gen ce of "the Naiidnal Advisory Commit -
tee for Aeronautics , W~shington 25, D.' C. 
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welded st r ucture s . While some investigations in these di -
rections have been carried out previous l y, as discussed in 
reference I , they are not suffi c iently extensive to reveal 
the general applicability of the X- ray diffraction method 
to such p r oblems . 
Co nsequently , of these h.r o gr o ups of problems , one 
spe c ial problem in each group ,.,as selected. The investiga-
tion was particularly con c erned with the reliabili t y and 
accuracy of the stress measurements and their general US0 -
fulness . 
This investigation , conducted at the Case School of 
Appli e d Science, was'~ponsored by and cOnducted with the 
fin~ncial assista~ce of the National Advisory Comnittee 
for Aeronautics . 
X- RAY DETERHIlTATIOl~ OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION In FLAT, 
NOTCHED TENSILE TEST BARS 
The X-r~y diffra cti on method of stress determination 
would seom to poss~ss sona olt st ~nding ~dvanta ges . a ccom-
p~nied bJ- some disadva nt ages , whe n applied to the 'study of 
stress disJ,;ri"::, ',"'" io:: in' structural members . Struct ral parts 
f re~uent.~.~ ii.:..': e L' in se"ct10n, shape , and size, somo"cimes 
v ery su1~eh17 , result in g in a very nonuniform Rtre s distri -
bution ~lose to the section change or IIno tch, II 1 T:n.;.s stress 
stat e is cha~acteri~ed by steep str ess grad i ents and h igh 
localiz ed. stress peaks , or "s tT GSS concentrati ons . II 
For this reason, a study of notched flat bars subjacted 
to tension was undertaken in order to study tho mer i ts and 
possibilities tit the X-ray method as ap~lied to notched 
parts, particularly bf metals used in aircraft. 
In relation to stress measurements in notched seC~lonSJ 
the X- ray method has the inherent advantages of using a 
small gage length , of ~roviding a convenient method for de -
termining the complete stress state, and of ~roviding a 
method for the determination of st~ ess not only in the ela~ ­
tic , but also in the plastic str~in regions . I echan ical and 
----~------------------------------~---. - ---------------------
lThe term IInotch ll is used generally for . any type of 
sudden section changes. 
, 
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photoclastic methods do not permit tho . dotorluination of t40 
stross in tho plastic straill region.,:' Pnotoelastic moasurc-
nents, however; onable the analysi~ . of the'stress distribu-
tion in the elasti c stress state veiy a ccurately. Such mea~­
u:-emcnts and. the results of theoretical investigations ma.;;r 
serve as the basis for tho evaluation of tho X- ray method as 
applied to thisproblec . 
Numcrous attempts have been made to determine the ~ffects 
of notches , holes, and so forth , on the stress distribution 
causod by elastic loading ( see ref8rence 2). The discussion 
hore is restri cte d to i nvestigations of flat and circul~r 
bars, provided with a local reductio n of tho section by an 
external notch, and sub jected to pure tension in the uniform 
section. 
The maximum value of longitudinal stress or "stresE 
peak" whi ch is c reated by elastic straini ng o~ round and 
flat bars of infinite width and nrovided with notches of 
hyperbol ic profile has -been calc'llated by lIJeuter (ref eren ce 
3). This stress peak at tho bottom is given by the expres -
sion: 
For round bars : 
For flat bars : 
uher e 
S 
max 
S 
max 
. _ / d 
= .L .3Sjr 
S aVerage tension ( load divided by . the area of ~he notched 
section) 
r - radius at the notch .bottom (apex of hyperb ola ) 
d diamete'r or width of- the unnotchod section 
T_ose formulas , h oweve r, assumo infinitely large bar s and , 
therefore , approximate only the conditions created by ~cry 
de e p 'nQ-t·eh.es ~f 
. '. 
The ;·e .ffocts of :)1',ar ious factors , such as radi1.fs of 
notch, ~otch depth ,(.:and so forth~ hb:vo boon fo.llo.wodup. by 
photoelastic invostigations on fl~t bars of a .transparont 
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naterial, such as Eako li tc , by Coker and Filon (reference 4) , 
Frocht (r eference 5) t and Wahl and BoeUl</kes (ref orenc e 6) . 
T c following throe types have been investi gated : 
1. V- notches of constant depth , having various botto m 
radii (figs . 1 cud 2) 
2. Semicircular notches of V2.rious radii (fi g s . 3 
a nd 4) 
3 . Slot not ches of v~rious depths and widths having 
a half - circular 'bottom contour (of various radii) (figs . 5 
3 nd 6) 
For the first two notch types , the distribution of the 
lateral stress has also been determined (figs . 1 and 3) . 
The l a st notch type should approximato the pra ct ical 
condition in notched bar tensilo tests where the notc~ is 
usually a V- notch with a constant bottom radius . The meas -
u r e ments of Frocht evaluated. for a bar of giv e n thickn e ss 
(= 100 p ercent) provided with notches of g iven b ottom radii 
and varying de pths are repr e sented in figure 6 . The stress 
concentr8, tion factor, that is, the ratio bet\</een t he peak 
str e ss and the aver a ge longitudinal stress in the notche d 
section , increases at first with increasing notch depth , 
then goes through a maxi mum and finally decreases again 
toward tho value 1, repres e nting uniform stress distribution 
for a notch which ronoves 100 percent of the cross- s e ctional 
a r ea . The maximum value of the stross c oncentration factor 
occurs for a notch depth of somewhere between 20 and 50 per -
cent, this depth boing largor for sharpor notches . 
Regardin g the transv '} rs0 stress , the photoolastic ~eaS"'­
u r emonts indicate that a high , but localized, transverse 
stress is present in the same region as tho hi g h longitudinal 
stress peak for shallow notc~os (fi g . 1) while a more uni-
formly distributed transverso stress exists in a deeply 
notched section (fig . 3) . Tho" transverse stress is always 
zoro at the notch bottom , as required by the theory of elas -
ticity . 
A f e w elastic measurement s on fl a t steel bars with a 
s em i c i r cuI a r not c h h a v e be e n car r i e d 0 u t by Pre u s s (r e f e'r-
enee 7) ( f i g, 8) and by Cok er and Filon (r eference 4 ). 
Th e ir r esults a r e in good a~riement with those derived 
from pho to elastic measurements~ 
, 
, 
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Comme rciall y , the t~0-d i m0nsional stres~ 'state present 
in a fl~t bar is less important than the th~ee~dimensional 
state present in a round bar or a more intricate structure. 
Little informati o n is available on this pr oblem . 
Experiments regarding the stress distribution in round 
bars have been carr i ed ou t by Berg (referen c e 8) on r~bber 
and b:'tr Kraachter (r eferen c e 9) on steel bars by means of 
X- rays. 
Both investigators agree , according to figure 7 , that , 
with a not c h of a given bottom ra d i u s, the stress c oncen-
tration in c reases at first with increasing notch depth ; 
however , the X-ray me t hod , co n trary to the rubber tests, 
shows a maximum stress conc entrati o n at a rather shallow 
notch and an in c reasing l y uni f orm stress d i stribution with 
further increasing not c h depth . These results arc in qual -
itative agreoment with the photoelastic measurements on f l at 
bars . 
Thus it appears possiblo to apply tho information 
derived from the photoelastic investigat i ons to a round bar 
ina s e m i qua n tit a t i verna il n e r • A c c o r din g t 0 IT e u b 0 r ( r 0 fer -
ence 3), the stress peak in a round bar chould be 30 percent 
higher than that in c flat bar having notches of th~ same 
profile on the flat sides . 
Material and Pr o cedure 
Material and Preparation of the Specimens 
The steel used for the investigation was commercial 
SAE X- 4130 steel . It was prOVided in a sheet 0.120 · inch 
thick through the courtesy of the American Steel and Wir~ 
·qO!Ilpany . 
The sheet was cut into strips of th~ ap~roximate size 
desired , pickl e d down to 0 . 100 in c h in th~ckness , c~ld­
rolled to 0 . 035 inch , annealed at 1700° F for 15 minutes; . 
and air - cooled . The cooling proau~ed considerable warping ~ 
so the strip~ were given 3 pe r cent strain on a tensile 
ma6hine to siraighten them . 
After :this heat treatHe.nt and straightening operation-, 
the" sea'le \-ras pi c kled off -and a diffra c tion pat·tern. \Vas 
made to determine whother or not the grain siz e was suitable 
to produce sharp lines . It was found th~t tho Ka doublet 
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was unresolved indicating thn t the heat traat~ent was too 
severe (fi g . 9 ). The strips \'foro , thorefore, stress re -
lieved at various temneratures to determine the o~ti mum 
gr ain c ondition for w~ ll-de fined diffraction patt~rns . 
Temperatures of 1000 0 F , 12400 F, and I M20 0 F ware used in 
the atteopt to dete r mine the opti mu m str es s relieving t em-
p e r a t UT C . D iff r act ion pat t ern S I (f i g . 1 0 ) \oJ erG rna de aft e r 
ea c h stress relief and showed that the most su it able te npe r -
ature was 1320 0 F. In stress reli eving , the strips were 
clamped between heavy stoel plates to prevent warp ing , and 
packed in a mixture of powdered charcoal and burnt magnesia 
to pr even t de carburization . The s tres s relieving was done 
in a Lindberg Cy clone furnace. Tho saopl e s were held at 
the specifi e d t nperature for 4 hours , then furnace -co oled . 
All tempernturos ItlorO ::1aintained. to ±5° F of tho desirod 
tOL'1pC ra tur e . 
The strips were then pickled to renovo s cal e and any 
do carbur i zation . Aft er the p ickling , the st rips wero mado 
into tensile spe ci men s . A final pickling operatio~ wns 
given to the fin is hOd spoci ID8n to renovo any sup orf icial 
cold work thnt might hnvo takon placo on the surfaco in 
tho nachining oporntion. 
Tensi l e tests were run on standard size specimens that 
had been given the f or egoing treatmer-t , to determine the 
yield and ultinata strengths. The trea t me nt resulted in a 
yield strength of 59,500 psi a nd ultimate strength of 81 , 500 
psi. Figure 11 shows tho str ess strain c u rve for the SA] 
X-4130 stoel in tho condition in which it was used for the 
tensile specinons . 
One duralum i n spocime~ (fig. 12), was made from 24S - T 
dural1.unin sheet 0 . 033 inch thick . It \'18S annealed. for 1 
hour at 400 0 F in order to in c rease the sharpness of the 
diffraction lines without appro ciably decra8sin the , strength . 
The annealing cond i tions were s e l e ct ed on the basis of previ-
ous tost s. The yield strength in the condition as tested was 
56 , 000 psi . 
It was decided to usc , in t he stoel specimons, a 60 0 
notch , and to hold the ratio of the notch radius to the 
Claxinum -ridth of the spo cinon co nstant . Thisrntio '-JaS ap-
proxiD~toly 0 . 04 and pr oducod theoretically (referonce 5) a 
stress concentration fncto_ of 3 ~ 5 for tho 25-~erccnt notch 
and of [',pproximatoly 2 . 5 for th() 5-p8rccnt notch (fig . 6) . 
t 
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Two not ch depths were investi ga ted 2~ p ercen t and ~ 
pe rc en t . The d i mensions of th e spe cfmens a re &h~wn i n 
figure 13. 
Since the specimen was rel atively snort , and since 
the tensile ma chine ' applied th~ load by means of two pins 
passing through the ends of the specimen, th e r e was some 
doubt as to whether or not the applied load would produce 
a uniform s tr ess distribution in th e unnotche d p ortion of 
the specimen . To ov e rcome thi s difficulty, cold-rolled 
steel plates were riveted to th e e nds of the sp e ci men . 
This , in eff e ct, incr e ased th e l eng th of t h e s pe cim en and 
p roduced a uniform stress distribution since th e lo ad in g 
pins appl i e d th e l oad to t he plates , and not to the spe ci-
men d ir e ctly. 
In the case of t he duralumi n spe ci men (fi g. 12) n 60 o 
7 
notch a ls o wa s used. However , i n thi s sp e cime n , a h i g her 
st r ess concentration factor was used . The r a ti o of the 
notch radius to the specimen width was approximately 0.02, 
and the notch dep th was 20 percent. This se t o f c ond iti ons 
corresp ond s to a stress c on centr a ti on f a ct o r of mo re th an 4 
( fig. ~) , . It wa s f ound n e cessary to riv e t s u ppor ti ng p l ates 
to the 'ends of the specimen as in the case. of th e steel 
s pe ci mens . 
Straining t he Tensile Specimens 
A special tensile ma~hine (fig . 14 ) d~signed and con-
structed in this l ab oratory espe ci al ly for t h is inv es ti ga-
tion by Mr . Fr ank Miller, was used to obt ai n the various 
lo ads on the spe cim ens • . ~he lo ad was a ppli e d throu gh a worm-
a nd-scr ew a rran gement , and transmitted to the spe cim en by 
means of n Ilc al ibrating b a r" made fro m tubul a r SAE X-4130 
steel, Figure l ~ shows the ten si le machine in position for 
making diffraction patterns fro m the d uralumin specimen, 
The tubular membe r s er ved as a me ans of mea surin g l oad , For 
use in transmitting lo a d to th e duralumin spe ci me n it was 
used in the h ot-roll e d condition, but for us e with the stee l 
speci men s it was n e cessary to make it s tr onger , for c ar r ying 
l a r ge r lo a ds , by annealing a t 1700 0 F , a ir coolin g , and t em-
pering at 700 0 F . This heat tr ea t men t produced a prop ortion a l 
limit corr e sponding to a load of 3200 pounds. The tens ile 
machine it sel f could withstand a consideraolY hi ghe r load . 
The change in length of t h is tub e for a ny cha n ge in 
lo ad was dete r mined accurate ly on a standard Ols en tensile 
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machine . It was found that in the hot -roll ed condition, 20 
pounds pr oduced an el ongation of 0.0001 inch in a 2- inch 
gage length , while in the heat - treated condition, 37 pounds 
produced the same elongation . The load ap,lied to the tensile , 
test specimens during inve s tigat io n by X-rays was measured 
by noting the ch~nge in length in a 2- inch gage lengt~ of 
thi s tube , and applying the foregoing calibration factors . 
To make sure that the same load was applied to the cal i brat -
ing bar as to tho spe c imen , they wero connect ed in series. 
Tho elongat ion of tho calibrating bar ~as measurod wit h an 
Olsen gage , reading in ten-thousandths of an inc~ . 
Th~ tons ile ma c hino was equ i pped to produ c e a verti cal 
movement of tho specimen of 1 inc h and also a complete rota-
tion of the specimen about the horizontal axis of tho ma-
chine • 
. On both s~eel specimens the first load was choson in 
such a vJay that the peak stress \:Jould be a 'pproxi.r.lately 
equal to the yield strength. Since the yield strength was 
59,500 psi, and the stress conco ntr~tion factor w~s 3 . 5 , 
the first load corresponde~ to an a verage stross of 17,000 
psi. The second load on tho steel specimens was selected 
in such a way that there would be plastic flow at the not c h 
bot tom . If pIa s ti c flo w 0 c c ur s , t 11 0 r ea. r ere sid ua 1 s t r 0 sse s 
after unloading ; so ~ fter the str oss distribution correspond-
ing to the second load wns ~nalyzed by means of diffraction 
patterns, the spe c imen ... rnsu2110ad.ed a~1d the :c ,o-.s idual stress:Js 
were studied . The thir~ load on tho steel specimons was 
c has 0 n ins u c h n \'f [I, Y t ha t t he a v e r C'.. g est r e·s s ,,' a s g·r eat e r t ha n 
t he yield strength , and thus, so that the wholo spnple had 
yieldod . Ho\vevE)r , certnip, d.ifficulties arose in, tho co.se of 
tho spocimGl1 with t .ho 5-per~e .. t notch' , so thnt this ' lond 
could not be attainc·d . Tho fi~o.l lond ~or this specimen was , 
~owevcr , ncnr tho yiold st~ength . Since the third land also 
cnus,cd ro·s idual strosses , a fifth series of p["ttorns was 
mnde ' t,o analyze tho rcsidual stross stnte , of oa c,h spocim'on . 
AI'l throe load.s for the (lur alul"!1i.. speci men 'f,ero chosen 
such that tho average stress wo.s below tho yield streng th 
for ·th:e . C'.u ro.htl"!1in. They corrCspo~dec. to nv " rngo stresses 
of 4300 , l2 , 00~, 33,7PO psi . 
After the o.ppl~cation of the second load of 50 , 000 psi 
a v :: rag est r 0 sst 0' t 1: c 25- po r c e n t not c h s toe 1 s P 0 c i men , \" h i c h 
Wo.s tho first to be inv estigo.t~d , and aft e r both tho strains 
un dor loo.d o.nd tho rosidUD..1 s~r f\ ins :tad boon Doo.surec1, , a 
quostion o.rose as to t he l)O ssibility of C'. decre2'.se i.. loo.d 
, 
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",hon the specimoll was kopt i;'l a stato of strain o'ver such a 
long pe rio d bf tine as is neces 'snry for X-ray strQss Boasure -
men ts. rvlochanical t as ts showe d. that croep is very pron 'ounced 
in SAE X-4130 steol, out thn.t 11 0 crooi) occurs nt ['.. 10[1. (:' wh ic __ 
is 15 por6ont less than the IDaxi nuD lO[1. d to which the spb ci-
nen ~as oeen previously subjected . Thus, t o avoid ~ossib16 
ch(1,ngos of load c.ur ing X- ra y L10asurODont s, the fol10\llin6 
Gonera l p roc edure was used . Tho desirod load wa s applied , 
a2~ then backed off oy 15 ?o rcont bofore making the X- ray 
exposures . To fin ~ wha t the str o s s distribution woul~ havo 
boen at tho do~irod lon~ , 01astic str es ses correspondi ng to 
the l~'po rcont docl' eas e of 100-d \vGro c:.,ic1.ccl to the neas\.1.roc'1. 
st:tessos . 
X- ra y To chniquo 
Coba lt X- rn cU[1.tion is r e c onnonc"Gd for oa c k- reflection 
work on stee l~ ; whilo c opper X- radiation is oest suited for 
aluninuD an~ its [1.110ys . Consoquent l y , in ~[1.k in g tho dif -
fr a ction patt~r ns frO D tho steel tonsile oars, a Coolid£o 
wnter -cooled cooalt tar go t X- roy tuDe 'wns used for ~ho ~ro­
cluction of the X- ro'y oe,ar,l anel a P~liilips -Mo.t[1.11ix (~ iffr ac -' 
tion tubo \vit~l a copp er tar g::: t \',:LS useC'_ for, tIl0 clu-ralunin 
s~eci~en . Both tUDes Wore operated n t 35 kilovolts , but 
the coo[1.lt tuDe ro qu ire d 10 Di l lianp ores , whilo tho cop~er 
tuoo could 00 op~rated at 20 ui llia nperos. , 
I:1 tho investi g".t 'iQnof tho stoel spoci,nons, CCl.::1or as 
of t~o Sachs oac~-rGfloct,ion t i~e wo r o u se d (fig . 16) . 
Tho'so c'anoras i.-i oro clo si e;:1o ,J. ['onCe c onst ructoc1. along \'l ith th'o __ ' 
? l~te all which t hoy a rc counto~ ( doscribo~ I nte r) in t his 
l~ooratory ospo c ially for t ~ i s work oy Mr . Fr ank' M~l lor. 
Tho;T ' cons'is't 'o.:', of ['.. flnt c ir c ":l- l:J.r cas sett o nountect n,o r ;Jal)y 
on 0. hollQt" D.J;C le-. The fiIn , \'Jith ::1 ho lo p unc hed in ,the f '_ 
c'ontor !].n(l",:~1"otc ctoc_ by b lack l,)a pcr , to/as h old in_ qlO, Y<1ssett.c 
oy noh :1i bf n n6 t a l plato . Tho ~ lato was p!ovj~ed.with ports 
fo~ ' tho passago of tho X- rays. 
, Tho ' c aB~~ tto ~as nountot on grooved r ollers which were 
fastened on a plate . The plate wa ~ adjustaole ' with resp e ct 
to the X-ray tube in , horizontal and v erti ca l mo~ement , and 
in angie of l~ciinatici~ ~ith ~h o : ~-ray , trioe . ' B y means of 
the~e adjustments~ it was poi~ibl~ t o pass the na in oeam of 
X-rass emanating fr, 6~ , t he t~bG, , ~hr, 6ug~ th.:.; ptnhole sys t em . , .. 
The roller bear,ings 'permitted f~ll. rotation of the , cas s ette 
aoout the X-.-ray oqa m as a!1 ~xi ~ . , T,hcpinhole system (fi g . 16 r) 
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was held in a .brass sleeve that fit snugly into the ho llow 
aAle of the cassette. The for rlard 1'inhole. t'ras 1 :~1illL:Jeter 
in diameter and was 2 inches from t~e target. The result-
ant beam was collimated to 0.10 inch by means of a co1li-
. 1  
mating pinhole l~ millimeters in dianetar placed l~ inches 
trom the forward pinhole. The film to specimen distance 
1 w~s 3~ inches . Fi uure 17 shows the ?late and the cas sette 
with the pinhole system in position. 
After the first picture was taken , it was forind that 
the silver calibration substance was too lar g e grain0d to 
produce a uniform diffraction ring (fig. 18). It was nec-
essar y , therefore, to roc~ the filD in order to obtai n an 
accurately measurable silver ring. A rocking device was 
att~ched to the plate that held the cassette. The device 
~ave a ro c king motio~ of ±100 to the cassette. By rele a s -
ing the caD action , it was possible to g ive the cess e tte 
~ full 360 0 ro~ a tion . Figure 17 shows the ca s sette with 
the rocking mecha nism attached . 
In the CaSA of the duralumin investiga tion . the sa~e 
type of cainera Fas used (fig . 15). It \"Jas found t:1a t the 
duralumin was of such a ~rain size that roc~ing . did not 
improve the ~attern . and hence no rockin~ device wa s at -
tached . The pinhole system wh ic h was used for t~e ' inves­
tig~tion of this s~ecimen) was es s entially the SR u e a s that 
used for the steei s ~ 8cimens, giving t h e s am~ focusing con-
0. it ion s ' : b ~ t the pin hoI e s \'l ere s rna 11 e r . . T 1). e . for "ra r d pin-
hole was 0 . 025 inch in diaoAter, and the second pinhole 
collimated the beam to 0 . 075-1nch diameter a t the s p~cimen 
surface .. 
. , 
. ~he pOG~tion of the X-ra y bea m on the surface of the 
speci~en" where measurenents were to be made, was located 
by pl8.cing a fluorescent screen ' (I,cross the .' notch. The screen 
\'ras Gre,Q.uatfld. in tenth,s of an inc h by means of ,8, n X-rp- y -
opaque ink. By locatine t h e beam bet ~een succes s ive Gr ~ du­
ations , its p osition relative to the sample could be deter-
mined . Yhe· thi c kness of the screen ~as t~ke~ into acco u nt 
",hen the .specimen \'Jas in position for t~le o 'blique pictures • 
. Since t .h e ,strain ill, the L1etal i m,!lediately adjacent to 
the notc ~ bottom was of particular interest, atte hl~ ts were 
mfl,de to produce patterns 0.05 inc :1 fro n the n otc h bottom. 
~ith a beam O. lO-inch in diameter, the X-r a y pattern yielded 
~rregular results in this rqgion', and usually str~sses close 
tot he a v era g e . T his fa i 1 ui· e tor e g 'i s t e r s t res s con cell t r a -
tion m~ght be explained by the fact that such stress concen-
, 
, 
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trnti on oc curs on 11 wittin , a smnll pa~t , of the exposed area 
and po~sesse~ a larg~ g:r; 'q.dl§lut. Such stresses , ' apparently , 
have lIttle Influe~ce on th.e stress .. pattern , and their ef-
fects ~re unconsciously disregarded in visual measurements. 
So me attempts were made to , m6asure the ,peak str esso s by 
r e stricting ' the beam to 0.02 ~nch, but with so s~all a b 0 a~, 
24-hour exposures failed to p~oduce measurable patterns. 
Because 2:4-hour exposures are' n o t ' co mme rcially" useful 
ntte~pts in this direction weie aband6ned ' 
, . 
The (400) pl ~ ne of silver pr o duces K rings sli ght l y 
a 
greater in (Hameter than the rii1gs produc'e ,cl,' b y the (310) 
plane of iron, using cobalt radiation. It, was decided to 
use silver as the cnlibrn~ion material (et aldn) for the 
determination of the ~~ttice parameter ' of ~he steel speci-
mens. The silve r was used in t h e form of che mica lly pure 
Ivlallinckrodt silver t:letal po\YC1..er, a pr'3cipitD,ted analytical 
rea g ent. It was found that the silv~r, when a~plied across 
the n otch of the s ~e cimen in the form of strips, produced 
silver diffraction lines tha t were either to o dark or too 
light (fi g . 19). For that reasol~, the etalon 1ms appl ied 
uniformly to the sticky side of cellulose tape, ~hi ch was 
then glU9d to the specimen by neans o f gly?tol wi t~ the 
silver in c onta ct with the specimen . T~is nethod a lso pro-
duced a pr otective coating for the speci men which p revented 
the corrosion of the specimen sur f a c e . 
For the duralumin test bar , g ol d l) owdel" (minus 300 
mesh and 999.9 fine ) was used as the calibration n et a l. 
It ,'/as supplied through the s enerosit;;r of Handy and Harman 
of New York. The method of app lication was the same as 
for the application of the silvnr powder. ~ith the ex-
ception that shellac was used to hold the cellulos e t a pe 
to the specimen . The shellac was allo1id to ~ry partial ly 
before the cellulose t ap e was applied. ,Several trials were 
no'cessary to get the go ld :9 0,.,der of the right t l1i ckness to 
produce diffraction lines of the same intensity as those 
of th:e duralumin (f i g . 20 ). 
Assuming that the two ~rincipal stresses in the surface 
of the notched bar are always parallel and perpendi cular to 
t he longitudinal axis , three exposures in different direc-
tions must be taken in order to dete r mine the co m)l ete stress 
state at each point. One of these exposures is usually made 
with the X-ray beE]')'l p erpendicular to tl1e surface; '01h1 1e the 
other two a r e oblique, and in ihe planes formed ' by t~e no rmal 
direction and the longitud~nal and transverse aX9s , ~espec­
tively. 
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The stress state wa s determined a t five p Oi nt s across 
the s ? ecimen at the bo t tom of the notch. The str e ss s tat e 
wa s a ssumed to be sym me trical abo ut the lon g it udina l c ente r 
l~ne, so tha t the distribution of streBs~s over o ~l y ha lf 
the width of the notched s~ction was suf ficie nt . These p o-
sitions are shown in figure 13. For t he duralumin s PB ci men , 
~he s a~e a ssum~ tions were made , but only four p ositi; ns 
were studied (fig. 12). For the obliqUe ex? osur es , 45° WQS 
c hosen a s th e anc le b9tween the surface and the incident 
beam for t h e steel spec i mens. 
That part of the r ~ diation fro m the tar ge t ~as used 
which made 6 0 f ith the h orizontal p l ane per?endicular to 
the X-r ay t .ube. A?l)r opriate te m::!le ts \"ere l1c. d.e so that 
t he speci ~en n ight be tilted to the pr oper a ngle to make 
the desired ang le \'lith the :{-r ay bean . 
For the nor mal pi c t ures, a t emp let of 90 0 - 6 0 , or 
840 , with the horizont a l was used. For the t r ans v erse 
pa tt , rns, 2. te np let of 45 0 - 6 0 , or 39°, las use d, and 
for t he 10ng it u Qinai pi c tures , t h e te mp let angle was 
90 0 - 4 0 , or 86 . The te mp l e t s were ma de of co] d-rolled 
s hee t and ,,,e re suc h that 'ehen the flat side of t ~l e tensile 
specimen touched t h e incline d edge of the te n~ let, t he 
·specimen was in the prO~Rr po sition. 
I n making the n or mal patterns , both the lon g it ud i nal 
an d t he transv e rse axes of the spe ci men we re normal to the 
X-ray beain . For the o o li que ::9 ' ttern n'3cess <), r ;.r for deter-
mining the longitudinal stress , the longitudinal axi s o f 
the spe ci me n was inclined 45 0 to the X-ray be& ~ , while the 
tr a nsv ers e axis was perp endicu l ar to it (fig. 21) a nd simi -
l ar ly for the oblique patte r n necess Rr y f or determining the 
t ran s v '? r s est r e s s ( fig . ;~ 2) . 
A 11 f i ve po sit ion sac r 0 S s ha I f the il 0 t e n (f i g . 13) 1.,' G r e 
t aken fo r one loa d Rnd o~e , o r ie ntation bef or e the spe ci men 
was reo riented . For producin; the pa t terns at ~ifferent po-
si t ions on the s~e ~ imen , since the beam co uld n ot be r a i sed 
and lowere d , the s~ecimen wa s raised or 10weT~d w it~ respec t 
to the bean by means , of the vertic a l a djustment on t he t ens ile 
ma·c hine. 
After the five expo s ures for one orientation of one par -
ticular load "ere .co mp leted, the s:Je cimen 1,1a s unloaded , [l.nd 
reori ented . It 1.'la8 then reloaded to the same load , and dif -
f r acti on p~ tter n s were made at the same ~ o sitions. This 
p roc ess WRS repeated until the t h re e patterns 'f or each of 
I 
-~~~---j 
, 
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the five ::.')ositions .. :for ·· One load ~'lere finished. The procedure 
was then repeated ~9~ ~~e 0n~it load. 
: .: i ". 
In exposing ~the filo ·.fQr the nor~al patterns, full ro-
btion of the film ,·.was US90 .• . , For tl1e patt;;rns made \·!ith 
oblique incidenc:e. the .: :f.l1m ;.vas roclced. ±lOo , e.l;>out its axis . 
.' R I ". Ot 
Thirty degrees·. 'tl.~. s ·chos.e-n as the angle of ~ oblique in-
cidence for the duralumilf ;:s_peCirnen. The method of s :!.J8cirnen 
orientation was ap~roximataly the same, but t~e method of 
p roducing the diffraction patterns was slightly different. 
The chief difference occurred in the procedure for ma k ing 
the oblique patterns~. Since , the Fork on the duralumin 
specimen preceded the work ' ort the steel specimens, not all 
the factors influencing th~ ~ccuracy (reference 1) had been 
studied. In viet" of this fg ·c·t, the following is the proce-
dure that was used for thed~~alumin specimen. With the 
beam at nornal incidence, the pattern was obtained in a 
sing le exposure (fig. 23a) . . For. ' o,'blique incidence, that 
part of the beam farthest displaced from the normal was 
used (fig. 23b) in order to improve the accuracy. The re-
main~er of the rays were blocked out with a lead baffle. 
Th is requ ired two exposures with the film in two positions 
1800 apart in order to obtain diametrically opposed segnents 
for measuring. 
I n the steel sa mple investigation, both sides of the 
diffraction ring were obtained in one exposure by placing 
the filu in such a position that each side fell on the 
focusi ng s~he re at the intersection of the cone of diffrac-
tion and t h e focusi ng sphe~ e . 
Since the area of the specimen covered by the X-ray 
beam vas of finite size, and since. for the oblique patterns, 
the specimen was inclined to t h e inciden t aean, the s i:.~ lJ le 
focusin g conditions of the normal patterns (fig. 23a) 1'J ere 
not obtainable. The incident beam did not pass along B 
major diameter of the sphere, but along one of the ninor 
dianeters (fig. 84a). Therefore , there \'las only one p osition 
of t he film in which any two dia~etrically opposite ?oints of 
t h e dif f racted cone intersected the focus :ng sphere ~t e q u a l 
distances fro m the speci n en (fi g . 24b). For the s ~ ecimen 
orient a tion for det e rmining transverse stress, t ~ e position 
of t h e film was such that the longitudinal axis of t h e f il ~ 
was par a llel to the longitudinal axis of t h e specimen, wh ile 
for the specimen orientation for d e termining longitudinal 
stress. the position was suc h that the long itudina l axis of 
t h e film was par a llel to the t ransverse Exis of t ~e s~eci~ en. 
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In both cases, the ' filll ~ ~o specimen distance was the same 
us thC'. t for norr.1al incidence . 'AlthouGh the. rocking neces -
sary to eliminate spottiness of the diffraction lines in- ' 
troduced an error becnuss ' of the fact , that this ~osition 
We S c~anged , the eiror was slight . , The rocking was only 
100 on either side of tl:e true ~?osition so that the dis -
placem 8 nt of the line ~ue to the effect of a strain in 
a slightly different direction was not great . For the nor -
nal ::;>atteru9 for the steel specimens, the sa n e focus i:lg 
conditions ~ere u~ed as were used in the case of the dural-
umin specimen (fig . 23a). 
In making the diffraction ?att0rns f o r the steel speci-
men exposure times of 25 to 30 minutes gave easily measur -
able films. It was thought that if the exposures had been 
made with an X-ray tube having beryllium ~dndo\'IS instead of 
the conventional Linndeman glass, the exposure time might 
have been reduced to 10 minutes or less . The duralumin 
patterns required exposure times of 4~ hours. ~his long ex-
posure time might be accounted for pai\ie.lly by the small 
size of the pinholes, the extremely fine grained condition 
of the metal and an irregular metallic deposit on t~e Linnde -
man windows of the X- ray tube . 
A g fa nonscrean X-ray fil m VP. s used in both cas e S . It 
t,/as developed in "Jastnw.n X- ray d e v e l oper from 2~- to 4 j:J in-
utes depending u~cn the te m~ er a ture of the developer . Al-
though no atte pt ~as made to control the terperature duri~g 
the expopur e time ,it did not vary more than ±4° C of 2 5 0 c . 
The fil ms were fixed in ~a stm&n X- ray fixer for about 
20 minutes, then washed ~n d dried in a horizontal position 
to prevent uneven shrinkage in the direction of measurement . 
Stress Ca lculations 
1)iff'r a ction patte_ ns for tl19 ste")l specimens ,.,ere :.1 8as -
u r e d uith 1'1. com:9arator" (fig . 25) cO:J.si~ting mainly of a 
metric sc~ l~ and a ~lid{ng indic~ tor ca rrying a 7 e rnier. 
The indic~tor rested al hl ost directly on , the film , thus 
avoidin g pa ralla~ . ' R!flect~d light frOm benea th tl~ film " 
was us ~ d to illuillina£e tha f~lm . By this technique film:~ 
expansi9n ~ecau~e 6£ he~ting ' was eliminated~ Readings to 
0.01 c~ht 'imeter were · obt~inable dir~ctly fro m the co ~par a tor , 
and read ings toO . 003, cent 'i me t er could b,e 0 bta ine d b y a ver -
aging a suffi~ie~t number of readings. 
, 
, 
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In 1:1easuring the c,uralmnin diffraction patterns. a 
slightly diffe'rei1t",co ,Jjafa'tor ,'ras useeL It ,'ras c a.pable of 
g ivin g rea d ing s to , 0.001 centimeter. A sketch of the com-
par ~t or a p pe a rs i n figur e 26. A series of s etting s was 
mad e p it h the indicator on each line until a consiste nt 
v a lue was obtained. Three series were considered suffi c ient 
for eac h film to obtain an accurate avera g e. 
3ach film waG checked using the SaDe technique. In 
mor e thun hal::' the total number of cases, a single check 
was sufficient to s how the correctness of the value. In 
t h e rema inder of t h e cases, the process was repe a ted until 
consist e nt va lues were obtained. Nhen the lattice parame-
ter s a~r e e d to within 0.00010 angstrom units, the valu es 
\J e r e a v e r c.ged. 
The checks were usually Dade on different days,and it 
was se e n that te mp ~ rature a nd humidity variations had little 
ef f ect on t h e ~easured lattice ~aram e ter . 
The duralumin strain patterns were measured on the com-
parator (fig. 26) mentioned previously. -::':ac h film ':Jas me as-
ured six times and an arithmetic mean taken as the true 
value. 
In calculating the lattice paraneter for steel the fol-
lowing me t h od was ' used: 
The d i ameters of the iron and silver rin g s were found 
by sub tr a ctinG the reading s obtained at each end of the 
film. T ~a r ~t io of t h e silver dia meter to t ~ e iron diame-
ter (D , ~/DTj' ) \1aS found b y the u s e of five-l=llace lo g 
.d b - e 
t a bles. F r om this ratio, the lattice parameter fro ~ each 
f il m wa s :ound gra,hically fro n the plot shown in fi gure 
27a . (T h is g r a ph i'laS r ead to 0 . 00001 angstrom units.) 
The s am e me tho d was used for the 
wit h the exception that g old ~as used 
ma terial. The ratio of the dia~eters 
duralumin specime n, 
~ s the ca libr a tion 
V'? s the n DA / D • 
u :?e 
The l a ttice para meter va s det 8 rm i ned by means of t h e 
g roup s h own in fi gure 27b. 
The l a ttice paraceters of three films were used to 
d e t e r mine the stress stat s at e 8 ch point, a s follows. 
7 01' t he lonGitudinal or tr a nSv 8rse str e ss, t h e normal 
an d lo ng itudinal or transverse ~arame tA rs we r e substituted 
in the formula : 
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'Ilhere 
v 
longitudinal or transverse stress 
parameter which is oblique to the longitudinal or 
transverse direction 
normal lattice parameter 
modulus of elasticity 
Poisson's ra.tio 
ang l e between the surface and the oblique incident 
beam 
The modulus of elasticity for steel was taken as 
E = 29,000,000, Poisson's ratio as V = 0.284, and :P 
was 4Ro. 
E = 
was 
For dura1umin, the modulus of elasticity was taken as 
11 6000,000, Poisson's ratio was V:: 0.34, and <P 39 . 
Since everything, except and is 
constant, the formula re duces to: 
The constant K was evaluated as 
1~,800,OOO for the X-4130 steel specimens, and 
4,670,000 for the duralumin specimen 
Therefore, by multiplying the ' parameter difference by 
K the stress could b~ computed directly. The ac~uracy of 
the lattice parameter measurements as well as the accuracy 
of the const ants warranted only slide rule accuracy in this 
last calculation. 
, 
t 
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If ,·the ' aa~loul 'ated ' st"Tess' was positive, the stress was 
con'sider'ed to be' t 'ensLon. ' If it 't1as negative , it was con-
si~~red as co~pression. 
Corrections were then applied to the c.alt~u,lated stress 
values of the steel specimens. 
These corrections were calculated from ' the fot1owing 
formu.1as: 
Longitudinal stress 
Transverse stress 
where 
true longitudinal ' stress 
calculated lon g itudinal stress 
true ,trandv~rse stress 
calc~latBd tiansvers~ stress ' 
, '. ~ i 
, . 
~ ' ) . . 
. " 
J \!.~ 
The 'stresses for the dura,lumin specimen ap.p.ear in 
table I and are plotted in figures 28 to 33 , The stresses 
for :the ,.steel speciml3ns appear 'in' ·tabl'e's "II and ' I ,r "I- 'and are 
plotteft in figures 34 . to 46 • 
. '. . 
The X-ray diffraction patt.erps permit the , determination, 
for each set of three exposures in different directions, of 
the surface stresses in the long~tudina/l a ,pd transverse direc-
(ions:. T1;e investi gatioc was U .. mi~ e d , to a number , of points 
' on the surfaCe in the notched t s~ctio; for a - given specimen 
under given ' conditions of straining. : The individual values ~ 
of ~tress ~re . assembled into the resnective distribution 
... .' .. 
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curves of the Ibngitudftitil ': ci.nd. '· the : transvetse ' (6r ' lateral) 
stresses, for each Cbndfti6ri ·' ibt.e 'stiga1led ~fi g $ (. 28 to 46) • 
. " , i:: '. . ) .... 
A considerable importance, ~s ascribed both to the lon g i- I 
tudinal and to the trati~v~~s~ ' ~~resses in ' f~lati 'D~ : tb ' the ' 
theory of failure of meta.ls, in particular to the theory of 
failure of brittl~ metal~. ~egarding the lon g itudinal stress, 
the most significant featu~e' i 's" the ma ximum value or stre s s 
peak, as previously discussed, wh i le it is t.he average value,," 
of transverse stress which is of major importance. 
In discussing the results of this investigation, it 
must be kept in mind constantJy .. t~at the measured values are 
surface stresses only a.nd it is ' subject of consider a ble 
argument as to their significance regarding the strass state 
in the interior of the metal. 
DU1'alumin 
One duralumin specimen was investiga ted , illustrating 
the change of the stress pattern on loadin g through the 
elastic range (figs. 28 and 29) up to a load h a lfway between 
that expected of yielding at the notch bottom and that for 
total yielding (table I). The yield stren g th of the metal 
was B6,OOO psi, the stress concentration factor approximate-
ly 4. 
The distributions of the longitudinal and transverse 
stress under a presumably elastic load (figs. 28 and 29) 
agree with the expected stress distributions. Figure 31 
illustrates the general trend of the stress pattern occurring 
after and during pl~~~ic flo w in notched tensile sp ecimens 
(reference 10). . 
However, the accuracy of the stress pattern for purely 
e 1 a s tic con d i t ion s was rev e al e d by the 'X- ray mea sur e men t s • 
It would be necessary to increase t h e numb e r of ex p osures a 
prohibitive extent in order to draw an accur a te trend curve 
throug h the e xperimental points. Further more, X-rays a re 
apparently not suitable for the determination of a very steep 
itress gradient, as will be discussed l ate r. 
The distribution of lon g itudinal stress under an a verage 
load stress of 33,700 psi, or 60 pe rcent of ~he yield stren g th, 
(fig. 30) illUstrates one point tn the spread of p l a stic flow 
from the notch bottom to the center of the specimen, resultin g 
in a consider a ble decrease of the stress concentr a tion a t the 
, 
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notch bot..tom • . AJ,·so, . ' theJid;is.tribu:t{ciri. i o;f . the 'longi.tudinal 
st 'ress does. not · canf;or,<rrl ·t lo· · that expe~ct.edh i:n that the stress 
·at . the notch bo·ttom is defi·,nl.t'ely le':ss t:han t ,he 'stress at 
that pO.int at the mpment· of yielding." '" Tnis may " be due to 
an effect · of cre;8p' siinila'.r ' to. reia. .~(;I.t(o~. 
This stres~ patte~n r~th~r 6o~~esponds to that of the 
speciffien loaded up to an average stress of 43,000 psi and 
unloaded to the actual average stress . of 33,700 psi . As-
suming that such an unloading b~ 10 , 000 psi average stress 
creates only elastic. stresses of three-fourths the amount 
sho~n in figura ~~~ '- the assumed ~tress distribution under a 
load of 43,000 ~sl average wuuld be obtained from the actual 
distribution unq.'e,r ' the load 'of 33,700 psi (fig. 30) plus 
approximately thr~e-fourths of the st~esses under the load 
cor r 'e s p 0 n din g t 0 .l? , 000 psi a ve rag e (f i g. 29). A t .e s t 0 f 
this type on steel i yielded ' a stress distribut~on . (fig, 34a) 
1. . • 
q~ite similar to · ~hGt . obtained · on · the : duralumin specimen 
\0{ hie h was sub j e c ~ ~ d tot h e hi g h load for , a . Ion g t i D1 e • 
. , 
The residti~i ~jfress distribution · ~u~v~ · (fig. 32) agrees 
...,ell w'rth that exp,ected, in that it "caI1 ~e ·c.o'nstructed from 
~he curve corresponding to a lo~d of 33,7p~~si average by 
subtractirig a hypothetical elastic stre~s d)stribution for 
the same loa.a' (fig. 33), In,· the :!Hoce 'ss _".of · unloading to 
'zero load, the~e should be some . plastic ' flo~ at the notch 
bottom. The peak stress of the elastic distripution, which 
must be subtfacted to ', represent the process of unloading, i~ 
very hIgh. " If it is g:reater :. than twice the yield strength, 
the~ th~ yield streng~h in compres~ion will be reached before 
compiete u:nloading has occ1J.rred.- and plastic fl.ow. ",iill take'·' 
pI-a,ce' . ' ~o"'re'lver, . this effect should be insignifica.nt insof'ar ' 
as ' ft ' 'r 'ela'tes ' to th,e general shape of the residual stres's -, 
pat'te':r;n,"'.except for . the ,po-ints in the t'mmediate y :icini ·ty of . 
the notih bottom whIch cannot be inve~tigated readily' by " : 
X-ray ,s 'tres 's m'easurement~ 
. " 
.. '" . SAE X~4130 Steel 
.. . ' T"/O ~t) ~e' l sp~ci .mens, pr-ovided with notches of f. an'd 
2fi percen~ ';re~p'e. ct.i·vely, were',,~ investi'gated in so,me,.. de .t .eii'l '. ; 
" 1" 
The stress distribution of the 2F- percent n.,o~~ch:, sp·eci­
men under a pre . .s.ulllanly ~l,asti 'c " l 'cad \.r'as not determlij'le!d', a e.,.. , 
cur-at·ely. ' The ~t~d.y o("tpis "- load w'p:s': the first ; at .te·mp-t in 
this d-ir'e:ction, so . ,;far . ~s steel spe&lmens were ' c~n~erned, 
and, the ' ~~le~lat~d values scattered to a larger extent than 
, , 
. 
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thos 'e of 'la'ter: d e ,termin~ti0n.s, yielding 'no definite stress 
pattern~ This sc~ttering was attributed to the spottin.ess 
of the diffraction 'lines because of mechanical difficulties 
in the rocking mechanism of the camera. The absence of ' a 
d e fin i te stress peak in ~hese tests (table II) might be 
attributed, also, to the fu~damental difficulty , that ' ,steep 
stra '5s gradients are likely to 'be missed by X-ray .stress' 
determin a tions~ This will ~e discussed in more detail. 
~~~~2!~~~~~~_~!~~~_ f OE_~~=E~~nt_notch~sp~~ime n. 
The ion g i ~udi na l 9iress d is t~ ibutio n for the ~O,OOO p si 
average load o~ th9 20-pe~~er. t ' notched speci men (fi g . 34a) 
is in , g oo d agreemen t with , the t h eor e tical distribution . The 
spre ad of the stress peak ioward t he center of the specimen 
indicated that the met al at the notc h bottom had flowed 
plast i cally. while the metal in the center of the specimen 
was still unde~ a n entirely elastic s train. Th is is verified 
by the diffraction patterns ,for ' thi-s series of tests ' (fig. 4'7), 
which beca~ e blurred in the vicinity of the notch, while they 
remai n e~ ,sharp in the penter of· the specimen. Sine'e ·the metal 
at t l e very notch ~ottom showed a stress of a pp roxi mately the 
yiel~ strength, it might be asaumed that the e x tent ,of plastic 
flow' ,was liILited. If ' the metal 'flow had been extensive,' the 
me~ai a~jacent to the n otch would have str a in h a rdened, and 
would ' h ave been c a pable of bearing a st ress in excess of the 
y i e 1 ii- ':~' t to e'n g tho f f' 9 v 13 00 ps i. ' 
~ The ~ongit ud in al residual st r ess distribution for the 
fiO ., :OOO psi aver age lo a d i s sholtrn in figure 3Ga. " ReSidual 
str~ss results from nlast ic flow and in t he usual dase ' is 
the diff 'erence : be 'twe~n. the ' a ctua l ly mea sured stress distri-
b~tion ' unde r lo ad , ~lld the e l asti c distribution that would 
have re$~l~~d had the specimen been able to c arry t he' load 
elasti cally . In q '~ l1er .words, t he residual s tress di stribu-
tion might be 6bi a in ed approximately ,by subtr a c t ing the 
theoretica l elastic stress d istribation from the mea sured 
str e s s d i s t rjbuti0 n. Eowaver, svch a hypothetica l ela s tic 
str ess distri'ljution for a I!igh l 03.d cannot b e dete rmin ed ex-
peri me ntally~ w~ ile the a0tuul atress di stribution un der load 
and the r e,sidual stress aTe ' 3u"oJec.t t,o act'ua l stress mea sure-
men t. ,'C,o,nseque'n'tly" by sub,tr act in g 'th ,e residual stresses 
from the actu~l ' stresses, the fictitious elastic stress dis-
tribution is obtainable • . , 
.', . , "." .. :' 
Fi~b~~~~a shows this fictitiou s ( elastic) stress dis-
trib~tion that je~ulted from subtraction of the residual 
str,~s'Se 's~ fp '~ th,e ~ ,b, 000 psi a ,ver ag,e load (fig. 36a) from t h e 
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actual stress dist,ributibn for the same load (f~g~ 3~a). 
This curve agrees , quite well with the proposed theoretical 
distribution, Here again, hoy.Jever, it \'Jas impossible to 
determine the height of the peak accurately, From the 
trend of the curve, it can be seen readily that the stress 
peak might rise to three times the average stress, which 
is in agreement with the stress concentration facter of 
3.5. 
It might also be noted that the integration of the 
stress distribution curve (fig. 34a) determined by actual 
X-ray ~easure~ent was ~O,OOO psi average , or equal to the 
actually applied load, 
Figure 35 illustrates the experimental stress distri~ 
bution obtained when the 2~ percent notch specimen w~s loaded 
to ,70,000 psi 'and then unloaded to 59 ,fOO psi average, The 
reasons for the unloading were twofold. First, it was 
thought that the stress distribution obtained from this pro-
cedure represented a more stable stress state than the prob-
ably changing stress distribution under high loads, which 
results in lI 'creep '" of' the metal, It has been discussed 
previously that the stress dist~ibution resulting from the 
high load on the duralumin , tes~ bar (fig. 30a) gave a dis-
tribution' curve that did ~ot conform to the expected shape, 
The 'method' ;of partial unloa:din,g''-gives some control over t 'he 
stt,e's's, 'sta.t'e ' o'f the notch section, The nominal' load of 
70,000 psi avera.ga was mairttainWd fo~ QnlY a ~e~ seconds, so ' 
that creep was negligible . Experiments discussed previously 
in the experimental procedure !s:how'e'd ', that 'uhlo'adin'g by approx-
imately' 15' pe 'rcent of the applied 'load would prevent creep..; . 
1o,Tlth' t 'h'e elimi'nation of creep, t'he 'stre 'ss s,t 'ate ,becomes 
stable', ' so that the d-iffracti'on. pa-tterhs:' fo 'r ' the applied' 
lo 'a~d t 'epresented t 'he t.rue stress ,distribution for the applied 
I o aid . ', ' 
The s~cond advantage of partial unl~ading was that the 
st:r 'e'ss dis'tributio'n' obtained would serv'e as :additional 
e:vidence as to "the ;va.lidity of pre·vious conceptions regarding 
th~ l st'res' sdistribu'tibn in a notched and overstrained bar and 
i t"s -Ch'anges 'on unJ:oa:'ding. ' 
, However, ' be'for,e ', entering into', the dfscuss,i 'on of partial 
unl'oad'ing, another, iphenome,non must b,e lUent,ioned wl+ich is 
a:p'P'a~ent from figure ~35a, ' T:he' ave'rage ' longitudinal stress 
in this case doe 's not a,g,Nfe , W'ith the stress to w:hi'c:h the 
load ' was relieved" '59 .. 500. psi 'average,. ,b\1t ' is much IO,wer, 
approximately 50,000 ' p's1" ~ ks such a di 'scr·epancy has ' been 
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observed only u fter loading to the high lo a d which Gaused 
pla s i i c fl ow t h r o u gh~u t t h e notched s e cti on , t h e observed 
low av erage st :c c :" s mu s t b o attribut ed to a no nun tfo rlfi ity of 
the stres s thr o~g~ the t h ickne s~ o f th e spe ci men ~ , In other 
wor d s, the def ioie n c y of t he s t r ess ~oun d ~n t he s urf~ce 
1 aye r s m u s t be (; 0 n; pe n sa t G d for by a h:;' g h e, l' S t r es S ' i n t h e i n-
ner f ibers. Th i s cc ~ c l usio n i s i n ~ gr e em en t wit h , t he g eneral 
conc ep ti on of plast i c f1 0~ in a p ol y urystal li ne a gg r ega te, 
the cryst a ls of wh ic h are more res t~ained in t he in te rior 
than a t the surfa ce. 
Such a relation would expl a in, a lso , that the ' residu~L " 
lon g itudina l str e ss u aua l l y do e R no t a ver age out to ~ e~~, 
but to a sma ll c om p r o Hsiv e s t res s. Th is i s exp lai ned by the 
fact t hat. sub~r a ct i~g an e la sti c st~ e ss di stri buti'on , fro m a 
distribution wh i c h sho ws hjgher te nsi ons in th e int er ior ~ban 
at the ~urface , the t otal resul t an t of t he difference bft i n g 
zero, would c~eate compression a t t h e surface. 
Thes e relations do not destroy t h e vali d ity of the p~e­
vious ' manipulat i ons, regarding the' 70 , 000 psi a ver ag e lo ad'" , 
but it should be borne in miRd considering the str e s s dist~i­
but ions. Furt h er more, si~ ce ' th e se discre p a nci e s we re note d 
only for the hi gh e et a ver a ge lo a d, and ,si n ce t h e p h en ome na : 
t h~t expl a in them r es ult fr om pla s t ic flo w th rough out a m~jor 
por~ion of t h e notc h ed s ec tio n , thi s dis c u s sio n wil l ap ply , 
only to that lo a d wh ich p r oduc e d a l a r g e, am ount of pl a stiC 
flow , t ha t is, the 70,000 psi aver a ge load . ,' .. 
The d istr i bution of lone: itudi na l str es ses for ,ti4 e 
70,000 psi ~verag e lo ad wh ie h was r e li eved by 10, 5 0 0 p~ i ; 
avera g ~ - ( f rg . 35a) shows t ha t the stre ss p eak is not ,a t the 
notch bottom ai id fi gure 34a, but is at a positio n ~ approxi­
mately 0.25 inch ' frhm the notch bot t om. This dif fe r ~ nce . in , 
the loc a tion of the stress pe a ks c an be account ed for by th~ 
fact that the unlo a ding , whic h was pr esum a bl y ela stic, c a used 
a g rea t e r dec rea s e ins t res sat the not c h bot to m' t han, e 1 s e-
whe!e, thu~ leavin g st~ess peak s at ' a p oint b e lo w the n otch 
bottom: Since the ' speci men wa s r e l i eved by 15 perc e nt of ' t he 
initial l~ad, thl) relief must be tak en i n to a ccount befor e 
the stress distribution a t the init ia l load c an be calculated. 
BE?9ause the If' p e rc ~ nt unloading co n sti t uted a n elastic relief, 
an elastic sires'$', dIstribution f 'or a n av e ra g e stre'ss of 15 per-
cent of 70,000 pst, or of ahout 11,000 psi, had to, be added, to 
the act u a I dis t r 'i but 'Ion c u'r 'v e '( fi g . . 3 f) 'a) i nor d e r 't 0 d e·t e r min e 
th e distribution 'before the u·hload in g . As there 'wa's no way o f 
actually determinin g the el~sti ~ ~ tt es8 d istribution, tha ._ 
theoretical elas ~ ic curve for t h e ~ 6,000 psi ~ver age lQad 
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(fig. 37a) 
bution. 
was taken as representative of an elastic distri-
: '. ~ . . 
. . 1 :: . 
Figure 38a shows ' the hypothetical distribution of the 
elastic longitudinal stress fo~ an ~verage stress of 11,000 
psi, which was constructed from the theoretical elastic dis-
tribution for the . fiO, 000 psi average load by: reducing all 
the ordinates proportionately. This curVe was added to the 
actual stress distribution curve as determined ,by the X-ray 
mea~urements, and the c~rve t~at represented the actuaily 
applied load was obtai~~d (fi~. 39a). The meta~ adjacent 
. " , 
to ·'the 'no· tch :, bears . a ldad In excess of · t 'he origi~~l yield 
strength of 59,500 psi avera~e. This is \n~eep~pg with 
th~ -' theory that the metal at the notch bbt1;qm fio\:red pl~s~ ''I,' 
tically and so underwent ~ome ' degtee of strain hardpning •. :' 
The center elements of the specimen carry a ' load~ siightly ." 
below the original yield strength. This ,,- woUl.d ,seem '~o ' indi-
cate that although the average stres ·s .. was, w~ll., b~yond .. t .h~ 
yield strength of the material, th~ ~ist~ibut~on was such 
that the center elements. of t 'he specinre'n:wer.e" sti.I1 unCler 
elastic stress. r .. , i 
, ' 
,Another. possi.ble exp,lana:tion of thi's .dip ,in the center 
of the stress distri bution cU'rve might be ' the previously 
discussed phenomenon that the surfac~ crj~tals of a crystal-
liri~ ~ggregate . bear ~~p, stress than the average stress for 
"' the aggr-egate. ,j' . . : 
-.. . ..,.-. 
. The inte ,grati ,on of the curve represe!l,t .~ng . the longitu";;' 
dinal stress while ¥nder ' load (fig. 39&) gave ~n average 
stress ~f " 60,OOO , pai, ' while the appli'ed ' stress ' was 70,000 
psi average .• · T.his is again ' in ke'ep'ing w.ith t,h~ theory of 
.) J • ~ ., 
une'ven distributi .o.n of the stress alo.ng _ a'~U.ne perpehdicu-lar 
to the surface . .. -' . . 
. r 
.: 
Figure : ~Oa shows the lo~gitudinal residual stress dis-
tribution ' for ;the 70,000 psi average ' load. T-he curve is 
similar .' to th~t ., of the longitudinal residua.l stress curve 
. for the .. pre~ipus , loadof ~0;OOO ' P6i a~eraie (fig . , ~6a) • . 
The ' compression !it ' tlfe notch bottom is -: m1:lch" higher , as would 
be rintiQipated from ihe fact ' th~~ the stfess peak 6f the cor-
responding.: fict.it .i o1,ls elastib stress distribution is propor-
tionately pig.her for the higher ' -lOad. ' Hovlev 'er, ,~he , increase 
in ac·tuaJ. · s ,tress .w:tth ·in:creas·ing' load :is .re ~~,at'i",?,e.l.y · uniform 
o v e r the c r 0 S sse ct ion b e 'C au s e , ' 0 f the e f f ·e c. t s" 0 f ', pI a'S tic flo W • 
Thus, when a much higher ela'stf:i:c ' stress peak 1,.S :s'ub,trac"ted ' 
from . an. -ac.tual stress that is only slightly' higher, ' the 'result-
l 'n g residual stress would . hav~ a ' larger vUlue ;t~ . ~9mpression • 
. ~ ~ . ..... 
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I nth ere sid u a 1 ' s t res s cur V e for the '70., 0. 0. <:> psi a v ern. gel 0 ad, 
the tension peaks have moved in farther toward the center of 
the ~pecimen than , is the c~s~ for the 50.,0.0.0. psi average 
load. This, too, can be ~cco'~.'~ted for by' the shape 'b 'f the 
fictitio~s elas ,t ,ic ~tress distribution curve: , The ten ,siem', 
peaks , have a , wider base" and ,, ~onsequently wh~n they are sub~ 
tracted, .. 'th~ ",t ,ension peaks' remaining in the residual stress 
curve are farther from thi notch bottom. '~ 
, ' 
: Wh~n the longitudinal residual ' s~re~s w~s subtract~d 
from nl,e:' actua,l longitudinal a,tress for the 70.,0.0.0. psi 
average $,tress . load, · t ,h;e fictitious, elastic stre 'as 'di'stribu-
tion" ,c,u!r",ye sh\J ,wn i ,n'. 'figure 4-la res'p,lted. Thi~' cu~ve ' bears 'a 
striki-ng:: similari ,ty. t 'o the theo,retical elasti 'c 'stress curve 
for the 50.,0.0.0. psi , ~var.p.ge str.e ,ss load ', (fig '" ·37a). The 
s tr -e s.s p e ,a k, ~ ,a g a i n r i s e .. t 0 a val u e ', t hat mig h t b e 3. 5 tim e s 
the averag·e ,st,rejs:'s, of the fi 'ctitio~s elastic distribution for ' 
the 70., ,00.0 'psi a:vera,ge stress. The" avera g e stress deter mined' 
by int ·eg·ratlng, the ' curve was 69 ',0.0.0. psi. This is in 'close 
agreement with the actually applied load of ' 70.,0.0.0. psi aver-
". 
age. In other words, the total unloading causes changes of • 
str,e .. s .s which ar,e practi~c ,ally only .. of an elas,tic nature , and, 
consequentl.y., lor the su.;~fa.cje do ~',6t diJ/e'r materially from 
t4,o's ,e for the interior fibe'r ,s, " j: .-.J. I.": . ~ , ; J 
1'!:'§:Q s v~.!:.§~_.§1~.§.§_i..Qt~1:h~":'·2 ~12~'!Q~iii_ n·ciJ.Q'J:~~Q~~'c i m&Q • 
Figure 34b illustrates the transverse s tress dis'tr'ibution fOl' 
the , 2~.p.er:cen~, n<?t·ched speci mens, ~trlai . ..n1ed .t ., 0 , ~he a .'v:erag,e load 
of 50.,0.0.0 psi. The transverse. : st:,e . ~s ,: ~;)s .. ~ .~ '~ ,~ at th'e' ~otch " 
bottom, ,be 'comes a m~ximum at a ,POll},~ !9: •. }~ ~ \nch from, ~he no'te~ 
bottom, ~n..d then. agal.n; decreases to "a; v:e.rY ', low value In the :' 
ce,n:t:er ' of the spe,aimen. Such 8, str'e , ss" dis~,ribution agrees :"', 
with both theoretical conceptions and photoe'lastic measure~ ~I'" 
ments, a.s previously discussed. . ': 
,.' : j, " 
~~ ~u~e , 36b shows t~e residual tr a~s~i~se stress distri-
butiQ,~ . , f, ~r ",th~ ~O"O(jo. 'p,si average lo ad • . I, ~t will be noted , 
that th. ~~ran&~qr~ere,idual stress h a s '~~p~oxi mately the ' 
• \ #. . ., ' " • • • ~ • • 
Sa;~ dis~ri~utiqn curve as the long1~udi~al residual stress, ,: 
w.1th tW0 exceptions. The first is th ti t .t,he !?tress at the 
notch ~qt~Qm must be zerO , for the tr~ns~er~i ' stress, while ~: 
it is -probably high in compression for the 16ngitudinal ':" 
stress: , The s~cond is ttiat the lon ~ ~tudin a l re~idual stre~i ~ 
.in _ the ' een~er is compr~ssi~n, while the residual transv~~ie ~' 
stress - in the center is tension. 
-, 
I 
' . $~btr~cting the resi4ual stresses from the actual stresses 
in order to determine ~h~ fictiti~us elastic stres~ ' aist~ibu~ 
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tion was ' also 'used in regard , to the transverse stress. Fig-
ure 37b sho~s the res~ltatit distfibuti6n ' which is again ,in 
agreement with the generally accepted conceptions . 
The distri bution of t"he ,transverse stress under an 
average load of B9,500, after unloading from an average 
load of 70,000 ps'i (fi,g . ' 3f'b) shows tw'o significant phenoID-, 
ena . , First, the stress piak' has moverl closer to the cente~, 
appearing at 0.2f' inch fro~ the n~{ch bottom, and secondly, 
tpe ave,rage transverse stress was ' i ,ncrea£ed, almost in pr 'D-
portion to the average longitudinal stress. 
, , ' 
The effect of unloading by IB percen~ is presumably 
purely elastic, as illustratea in figure 38b. When this 
curve was added to ' 'the actual s 'tress distribution as deter-
mined by X-rays, the curve shown tn figure 39b resu,lted. :' 
This curve represents the lateral distribution for the , 
applied load of 70,000 psi average . 
Figure 40b shows the transverse residual stresses for 
the 70,000 psi average load. This curve is similar to the 
lateral residual stress curve for ~O,OOO psi average load. 
However, as expected, the distribution of th~ 70,000 psi 
average lateral residual stress curve shows greater com-
pression peaks and higher tension in the cent~r of the 
specimen. 
When these lateral residuaJ. :, stresses for the, 70, '00.0 , 
psi ' average load (fig. 40b) ' ~ere subtra6ted from tbe , curve 
repr~sen ,ting the lateral stress aistribution for , t~e ' tQ~al " 
load . 0:f : 70;OOO ,psi , average (fig . " 39b) ' a fictitious elastic 
distribution for the lateral stresses under a load Qf 7P,000 
psi average "was obtained ' (fig. 4lb). This curve agrees"with 
t~~ " ~ne ,, rep.r~senting the fictitious elast~d dlst~,iQutio;n ,for 
tlle , 5Q, 900 'Psi average load. The stress 'peak is in both in- ' 
stances , at. q.pp~oximately the same place, while the tens,ion 
in ,cerit,~r , is In.creased more than in 'propo,rtion to the,'applie,d, 
~ oa~. , ".. ' 
..s1!Q.§.§~.§_..fQ!_1h-L~=:Q~!'£~E1_E..Q~£he ~.212~~l:~~E '. - The ,f'-- ,p er-, 
cent 'no'tched; sp"ecimen di'd not ex,qibit, the sp.a·r,p ' stress pea~ ,s (; 
Cf, ~ .gs. , 42 to 4:6) 't'hat th.e. 2f\-percent notc'hed ' ~pe ,cirn.en did. ':, 
Although the streps peaks , p'robablY' did exis't, their presence 
could not be detected. This was ascribed to th~ ~im~ted sen-
sitavitr' o'f '; tn.e J-ray method, ' In ' this ' 'c ~s .~ , thE3 stre ,~ , s pea.k :., 
was ' thought to be of Guf£'iciently narrow'~idth that it was 
not apparent in the diffraction patterns. Since the beam 
covered 0.10 inch of the notch width, the displaced diffrac-
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tion line due to a sharp peak might not be apparent when 
included w~th the more intense line due to a uniform stress 
in the larger region of adjacent metal. 
Figure 42 shows the stress distribution for an average 
stress of 17,000 psi. With the stress concentration factor 
being approximately 2.~, this load was well within the elas-
tic range of the steel. The longitud~nal stress distribution 
(fig. 42~) ~hows no stress peaks, but an average value of 
18,000 psi, in agreement I,>lith the applied load , of 17,000 psi. 
The transverse distribution curve (fig. 42b) shows a uniform 
scattering about the zero line. 
Figure 43 shows the distribution for the 30,000 psi 
average load w~ich was unloaded by 15 percent to 25,500 psi 
average. The specimen was unloaded again with the thought 
that there was plastic flow at the notch bottom, and the 
relief of a portion of the load would prevent creep. The 
curves show a uniform stress distribution in the case of the 
longitudinal stresses, and again no lateral stress. The X-ray 
measurements yielded iri average stress of 22,000 psi, ,which 
is not sufficiently dffferent from the applied average load 
of' 2 f' , 5 00 psi a v era g e' t 0 d raw any d e fin i t e con c 111 s ion S • 
Since it was thought that plastic flow had occurred,. the 
specimen was unloaded entirely after having been subjected to 
an average stress of 30,000 psi, and residual stress deter-
minations wer~ made (fig. 45). No residual stress exceeding 
the accuracy of the 'method was found. The scattering might 
be attributed to experimental error, or to slight , residual 
stresses intrQd~ced in ' the process of making the specimen. 
It was desired to have the highest load exceed the 
yield ~trength ·. of the 'material, but the · difficulties of pro-
ducing sufficient strain to cause appreciable strain harden-
in g prohibited loading the specimen to the ) desired load. The 
specimen was loaded to 50,400 psi average, then unloaded l~ 
percent to 41,400 psi average. Figure 44 shows the distribu-
tion curves that resulted. Again no stress peak or lat~ral 
stress was apparent. The X-ray measurements yielded an aver-
age st~ess of 39,000 psi, which did not suf1iciently differ 
from the applied average ; stress of 41,400 p 'si avera-ge. to pe.r-
mit the f6~mation or any ' d~~inite conclusion~ 
Residual stress determinations for this load (fig. 46) 
also yi~lded ' ~cattering along the zero line. 
j" 
• 
• 
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X-RAYDET.ERM'!.NAT'I'ON O:rRE 5 InUAL STRESSES IN A 
BUTT-WELDED ·SAE X- 4130 STEEL TUBING 
Previous His t ory 
--:--"7-------------
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The X-ra,y diffracti o ri method of stress d e termination 
would seem to possess unique advantages when applied to the 
stu d y 0 f res. i d.u a 1 s t res s e sin weI d. e d . s t r u c t u res. , :r 0 r t his 
r 'eason a stud.y o·f a welded tub e was undertaken , in connec-
tion with the p·resen.t rep ort, in order to study the merits' 
and po S sib iIi tie s 0 f t h;e X- ray met h od a sap pI i edt 0 weI d s 
in aircraft · materials i~ particular. , 
In rel~tion to welds, the X- ray method has the inherent 
adva~tage of using a small gag e ' length , of being nondestruc-
tive, and of providing a convenient method of determining 
the complete stress sta t e . Since it is.well known . ~hat the 
residual stress state in and ~e~r a weld is charact~rized 
by large stress gradients· , , the f 'i r st featur~ is of some im-
portance in determining 'the .ef,fect ,: which, is unknown as yet, 
of residual stress on weld stren'gtih . S,in.ce mechanical 
methods for the determination of re'sidual ·st.ress neces·sari.ly 
inv~lve the removal of material, ~hichmay ~r~atly alter the 
stress picture wheT,S steep ' stress gradients exist, the nQn-
destructive featu!' e·, of the X-ray method is an important ad-
vantag e even fo!" experimental work, and especially for possi-
ble routine ~se : of the method. Finally, mechanical methods 
gener~lly w11l not lead . to the determination of the complete 
stress state. 
. . (" . . ., . 
~ Th~ Ptpbl~m . Qf weld ' ~tresses h~~ ~~tracited , ma~y . inves~ 
tigators, resulting ', in' a ' large amount." of information on this 
subjec.t (r .eferenc:e 11). ' ·Ho'l,e.ver, only few atte,mpts ' h.av~ been 
made. to .d e riv.e .• ·.fx:·Qm e,xperiuie'ntation or ,theory, a gene:ral and 
a cc.urat!3 pa;tt .ern ·of stres 's ' distri but ion in a par. t ,icular 9:S- , ' 
se·inbly. T.h~ conclus'ion can ' b'e drawn fr o:d t}le . pr. e~ious wor'::: lthat 
the ' str~~s state in a welded struc~ure. p a rticularly in the 
most frequently investi gated structure, welded plate, is very 
involved a nd not readily explained. 
It may be expected that the resi~ual stresses in a 
welded struc t ure will follo w some general pattern depending 
upon the ge ometry of the welded piece~. but that local fluc-
t u a tions will be ' superim~os~d on · ~hi5Patte~n. In order to ' 
keep .. th.e ge.ne.r a l pattern of res' idual st"re'S5 ' as ' simple as pos-
sible, the cylindrical geometry of thin-walled, butt-welded 
tubes was chosen. 
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Previous inV"Gstigations " 0f var.ious types have been 
carried out in this laboratory ~~ such weided tub e s of the 
same material. These inv~~~1~ations have resulted in the 
collection of data on the micro~iructures fnund in the weld 
and base materials. the ha}··d,l);ess values in the same re gions 
and data on the average c{rcU~ferential stress at different 
sections ' of the tube as obtained by a mechanical method . 
The data of Sachs and Graham (reference 12) on the residual 
circumferential stress (fig. 4.8.) confirm the g~neral con-
ception of . the development of residual stress in a we lded 
structure . The ,,/e1ded bead. being the hottest par.t. t'ends .",. 
to contract more~han the parent metal , This contraction 
introduces circumferential tension in the deposited metal, 
This tension is counterbalanced by compression in the base " 
metal. in agreement with theoretical conception; The magni-
tude of this compression decreases with increasing distance 
from the weld. presumably according to a lo gar ithmic func-
tion. A comparison of this stress distribution with mac ro-
graphs (fig. 49) shows that the residual stress in such an 
exte~nally unrestrained weld is limited approximately to 
the heat- affected. zones. that is. the regions that were 
heated above the criti6 a l range , Hardness results of 
Mastenbr ook and Steffan l~eference 13) showed considerable 
local variations in a circumferential' section at the cent~r 
line of the weld. These variations were not so pronounced 
in sections removed from the center of the weld, The ave r -
age hardness along an element of the ' tube (fig. fiO ) showed 
a minimum of 82 Rockwell B in t he weld metal. The hardness 
rose to a max imum of lO~ Roc kwe ll B a t a distance of 1/4 
inch from the weld. From this value, the hardness decreased 
to 87 Rockwell B at 3/4 inch and finally increased again to 
a value of 100 Rockwell B at It inches from the weld. in the 
base alloy steel. The mic~ostru~ture of the butt-welded 
tube (fig, Fl) was found by the same authors to be a Widman-
stat ten structure of varyi~g grain size at the center of the 
weld. which . 6hanged gr adually with increasing distance from 
the weld through a coarse-grained to a fine-grained normal-
i zed s t r uc t 'U r e, the n t 0 a r :~ cry s tall i z at ion s t rue t u r e, and 
eventually to that of the parent me tal. 
Material and Preparation of Specime~ 
,·Commercial SAE X-4130 steel tubing, Ii-inch (o u~si c. c 
d'iam e-te r and 0.084-inch wall. thickne ss was supplied for the 
• 
• 
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investigati9n by tpe Ohi ,o : S~amles 's · ,T'Ub~ Compar.y. ;: This steel, 
in the 9-s-receiv-ed ·, condition, · had'; a 'n ' ultimate ··strength 6f ·: 
approxi~ately IlG;~OO . psi, a yield l BtTength of 90,000 psi, 
a nd .en ~lo~gatdon ~ o% l5 "percent • . The tubing was stress 
, relieved ', end \. the r abs~nG~ . of · resiQ.ual stress \'las determined 
by the · split-~~ng me~hod (reference·14L, ·· ·· ' . 
, .: "; . ,'. " . ' i . 
Pieces 6 inches .in . length· · were · c~t from · thetubfrtg ~rid 
en4~f:C:!:!;!t?q. " on ' a i. lathe~·'. Two such piec~s '\'!E:ire butt-vlelded by 
the. L oxy~~e:~y.lene : p1;"oe,ess .1;n .: the ·. :production line of a · company 
produ~~~g . at~qraft pa~ts .add accustomed ·to welding s~ch . 
material-. WElld~.ng rod : of' SAE .· I006· ·stee·l 1/8 ' inch in ·diameter 
was useA. ~he, we:lds .vlere ·· tacked 'on ' opposite sides. The \.,eln-
ing Was. s· t9-~te.d;' b.e,h!'een . t .he -t,,,o tacks ,i.nd was then made con-
tinuol.P~. ,·,T.l11ls " the .. ;\ofa1i"'page :was ,maintained at a · minimum. · ~ .The 
spec:.imeI).:S· :w·ere: ,.OIlly '.·:toca·lly pre'heated \ofith ·t 'he torah;: and ' . 
aft·er , t-.:~· ld~in .g ,'wel!e a~:l·lowed , tio c60l in air'. ·then sandblasted 
t a. ,r ,ejID>ov.e it n ;et Isc a"l .e. ';.' 
The tubular specimen was then machined inside and out-
.s,ide, t:o .a ;;t.nll,ly, c-wlind;rical .shap·e:. '. By this ' procedure the 
wa).-:J. ,~hii.c\kn:e::s· ;s .. wa~ . reduc~ :d f ,rom 0'.084 to O.Of;O inch average 
thip;kn;e ,Ss.! .... ,th,.€: ,or;ig .inal th~icJ~ness of the welded' bead being 
lisf ri,nch. ,;:;. ,A .c,i-rcumferenti~l· gage l ·ine was scribed around 
th .~ : tube ':l ~t ,p:.ne , end to G~r·v, e as a longitudinal reference line. 
Sim~la~ly. : .1Qngitudinal ~a~e lines were scribed at one end, 
at: J n~ eFJvJaili~ ~ .. qf. foP on . the . ·c i r cumf er ence to serve as re ferenc e 
lines for, .,fA.€.r c .irc ,u~f .erent ·ial "positionll of the points of 
measur e me nt. 
" • ~ , , • ' \ ,. " J'r '. '"\"'j ". ') 
, . Th~ ~·s 'caie \,las ·. ~aref\l,llY pick led off ~ a ' considerable area 
arouna ' the 'tube in ' the ' vicinity of tne w\91,d . · . The cleaned 
area was then covered with an extremely thin coat of lacquer 
to preyent subsequen~ rusting. 
" :' .:.: .:. . 
,', ' .... , :: 
r ", , 
,/ I .J I.... 
•• • r .. . ' ~. ..... f .' 
X-Ray ~e6' ~I1iq~~ . 
.!: ( ,:) " '. 
'I (. I'·' .. . ..; • " . 
, " rn' order ' to obt'ain precise. :lat.,t .. ice · param~ter values, 
it is necessary to apply some cali~ration material of known 
la,t :t .i~e 'parameter t ,o the surface, .. or · tb,e; Fpecimen. The ma-
t 'eT'iB:I' t1;sed . was Mall ,inckrodt silver ,.}ne;t ,al .. , p,recipitated 
analyt1car reagent grade. This p.OM,d.te:i was sprin.kled on a 
long ~t~i~ of Scotc~ tape and then ~iushed to a uniform layer 
with a cam~ .l ' .s hair b!ush. In , ~p~ , pr ,oc .~,.ss • . al .. ~ exc.ess powder 
not adheriil 'g to the ' tape was, ,b!";U~s :h:e~ ,o:f.!.\. 'i "Th--e ,Sqot 'ch· tape 
was then attached to the weld with thinned lacquer. 
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For a complete stress determination, at each selected 
point on the sur ,f~ce" " d.iffraction : p ,atterns with the : incident 
beam making a number of diff erent an gles with th'e ~' normal to 
t h e surface ar e requir ~ d~ The directions shown in fi gure 
52 were chpsen, ~orresponding to ' metbod G-I-A of reference 1. 
The longitudinal stress ,is determined ,by a normal pictdre 
and a 'picture taken ' in the direction L (fig. 52) wi th the 
incident beam in the plane defined by the normal N and the 
, tube axis A and at 45 0 with the normal. The transverse, 
Qr circumferential, stress is determined from a normal , pic-
ture and another pi~ture - in the dire~tion C (fig. -52) 
taken with the incident beam in the plane normal to the tube 
axis but with the beam making an angle ' of 45 0 with the sur-
face normal at the point in question. In order to make a 
complete stress determination, still another pattern is 
necessary, preferably ~ne making an angle of 45 0 with the 
normal and such that the prOjection of the incident beam on 
the tangent plane also makes an angle ,of 45 0 with the simi-
lar projections of the C and L beams. 
A goniometer was constructed to hold the welded tube in 
position on the X-ray tube table. This goniometer (fig. 53) 
allowed two translational and two rotational degrees of free-
dom, and a third translational degree of freedom was avail-
able by shimming the tube to different heights on the table~ 
This combination of motions enabled any spot in the ' tube to 
be X-rayei,: at any angle, althou gh the actual comput~tion of 
t hoe nee e s $ a r y coo r din ate 's . \II a sin s 0 m e cas est e d i 0 us'. 
" 
The X-ray camera used was a Sachs back-reflection camera 
equipped with a device for rocking or rotating the film. 
(See figs. 16 and 53 t )' 
The collimation system was set up to obtain the focus~ 
ing condition .for a normal picture and the same setup was 
also used for the oblique pictures. A focusing pinhole 0.040 
inch in diameter was used with a front pinhole 0.080 inch in 
diameter. The combination produce~ an X-ray spot on the sur-
face of the tubing 0.10 inch in diame~er. 
A General Electric X-ray tube with Lindemann glass win-
dows and a c.obal-t , target was employed . . The tube was operated 
at 35: kilovolts an~ 10 milliamper ·es' ,. Exposures were 1/2 hour. 
The patterns were measured on a visual comparator hav-
ing a least , co~nt of 0.02 millimeter. 
, \ 
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',T'he first step in the s:tres',~ ' al'! ,alys~s ,of the welded tube 
was to determine at what poi~t~ in and n~a~ the weld signifi-
c ant X-ray measur em en t s could' ,b'e m:ade" and' wher e they've re 
impossible becaus~ ' of, the unfgvor~ble condition of the metal. 
For this purpose ' 'a series of 'patie:r'ns was taken on the center 
line of the wel~ at BO i~,terval~ ~6ppletelY around the weld. 
Furtherm'ore ', a series of pattern's was taken across the weld 
at several circum'ferential p'o' sit 'io'ns~ ' These patterns were 
all normal patterns and were made with complete rotation of 
the film. 
The ?2 normal patterns ' taken at ~o intervals around the 
circumference on the center line ' of ' the weld were then meas-
crod , and lattice parameters were computed by the methods 
outlined in reference 1 . The measurement was necessarily of 
poor precision in the frequent cases where the diffraction 
lines were broad'. However . a measurement ,of sorts was o(}.. 
tained. Repea~ed measurements on different patterns showed 
that the maximum error in lattice parameter ' was about 0.0002 
angstrom unit., This is greater than the' maximum error 
which occurs when "sharp line" diffraction patterns are 
measured. 
From the lattice parameter a 
pattern taken under full rotation, 
stresses can be computed using the 
where: 
measured on a normal 
the sum of the principal 
expression: 
E = 29 X 10 6 psi 
v-= 0.28 
a = 2.86100 angstrom units 
- a 
This expression is approximate, being subject to a 5- _ 
percent correction because of the fact that the parameter a 
is not the true normal parameter. The expression is accurate 
enough, however. in vieltl of the over-all precision ' of the noas-
uremen ts in this particular case. Using this relati6n'. the 
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sum of the p~j;ncipal stressefj. was cOlI!puted l.+ndel' the assump-
tion , that the la.1itice param~I:lte.r a o of ,. th~ stl'e~!;l j-free ma-
t e ria 1 . 1,01 as 2. 86 1 00 • T his ass u m p t ~ 0 n i s rea sop a Q 1 e, , s inc e 
~he mater.ial in the weld (SAE .1006 ' st~elLc0n~lilined no alloy-
ing elements e~Q~pt carbon, which ha~ e negligible effect on 
the lattice par~~eter. Further , the . sum :, op~a.ille9. in this 
waY ' qgreed with , that obtaiI:led · bY, ·adding t~e ·· longitudinal and 
cir~umferential · stresses~ wherever they .were obta.ined indi~ 
vidually. '; : '. 
In a circumferential region at the center of the weld 
(positions 125 0 to 160 0 ) long itudinal and tr~nsverse 45 0 
pictures were taken in order to determine the lOQg~tudinal 
a nd circum~erential stresses. The pictures were taken with 
±15° rdtatioR of the film. This was necessary to s ~ ooth 
out the ' sligh~ spottiness of the silver lines; the i~on 
lines were in no cases spotty. In the oblique films · the 
d i arne t e r 0 f the ,;f i 1 m nor mal tot he p 1 a n e 0 fin c ide n c e \I{ a s 
used. The films wer,e measured in a manner identical wi..th 
th a t in which the normal pictures were measured. The result-
ing parameters aL or a c may be used in the expressions: 
E 
(l + 1) ·a 
o 
, . ·E Sc .= --=------
(1 + 1: )a 
o 
--------
:a 0 
sin · 4fi 
(a --;) 
-..;;£..::.......:._-
;;:: 0 
sin 45 
to compute the respective stres s es. These equations reduce 
to: 
SL = 15.4 X 10
6 (aL a) . 
. . . '': . 
So = If'.4 X 10 6 ( BC a) 
us'ing the same constants a s hefore. . '. ( '. 
. T ~ o positioqs, '60 0 and 275°; were chos~n to i~~~sbititi ? 
thi situatio~ across the weld • . Nor mal , l~ngitudirial, ' i nd 
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transverse patterns were made across the weld on these two 
longi,tudinal elements' ~ a 't '1 0!~Of-inch intervals. The investi-
gation extended O. Hi'i'inen on , one side 'of - til'e 'estimated center 
line and 0.20 inch on t'h~e ', 'o,t ,her, belng" s<b~ie,d' in e 'a.ch " case 
by the ,previouslY mentioned metal conditi~n: Pa~~meters'" 
were calculate'd and '&"t'res ,s;e's computed, in the manner just ' 
des c rib e d • ' , . '. , .', ': I 
.', , ; ~t ., 
., .j ': . 
The:e has been ~ 'C 'bn~iderab,l.~ pr7~,ioy.~ 'fP~~ , pn wel,d ,ed 
P1:l.rts u ,slng the X-ray dl'ffract,ion metho~i., '(See ' ref'erence 1.) 
This work. h~s' been concerned entirely with ~lain~ low carbon 
stee,ls; however, t 'hi 's ' material is} 'of 11ttle ' J?terest in the 
aircraft industry. The present inve'stigatio'n, ' c'n the con-
trary, has heen concerned ... lith a chrome-moly ste;el (SAE 
X-r ~' 13,oL .which is one of the principal aircraft' metals . 
This ' ts" mei~~'io'ned no'w 'because the result,s of the investiga-
• • ' . ,.. ,I, J • ' • 
tlon , show t~at the type " of material concerned plays a very 
impq~tant ") p~:r' t ~: as '- 1iG ,' t'he"u.se' fulness of the ' method. ' \'lhile 
pref~ou~ ' i6v~sti~at6~~ have been able to report favorable 
results of x-tay str~ss measurements on _plain carbon steels, 
in the present investigation it was found impossible to de-
termine stresses in the base material,~ the alloy steel, by 
any of the methods applied. This result , i ,s due to the condi-
tion of the meta~. 
It was possible, however~ to make accurate determinations 
in restricted regions of the ,weld metal, and to this extent 
I ' only the X - ray method has proved successful, yielding some 
new information on ~he stress condition~ : in welded structures. 
" 
, )" '~','" . 
•. r I' 
", l4etallurgical Conditio'n:s :. 
In order ,to make accurate stress meas.urements, any steel 
to be investigated must be in ,a suitable' metallurgical condi-
tion. This, in turn, depends" \mainly upon the' response of the 
particular steel to the heating and cooling cycle at any 
point of the weldment during and after the w~ld~ng. , 
A welded steel part consists fundamentally of ,.four struc-
turally distinct regions: 
(l) The weld proper, p03sessing a cast structure 
) r " 
, :; ~ ':: ;> 
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(2) The adjacent regian which has been h~ated to a 
temperature above the critical te mpe r a ture of t4e ~articular 
steel and coole~ comparatively rapidly 
(3) The region heated below the critical but above the 
stress-relieving temperature of the steel 
(4) The region practically unaffected by the welding 
process 
I f awe 1 d men tis not res t r a i ned, s u c has i nth i s i n-
ve s t i ~ a,t ion, w e .. l d s t res s e s are res t ric ted tot hew e 1 d pro per 
a,nd .,to:the adjacent metal, regions (1) and (2), according t-o 
' pre .. v~ous investigatIons, In the case of a restrained weld-
ment ~ long ~ange residual st~e~s may be developed al~~~n the 
metal farther from the weld bead (reference If) , 
Of the two regions of the investigated tube ~resumably 
containing residual stress, only the weld bead (region (1» 
was found to yield X-ray diffraction patterns which permitted 
a stress measurement by the selected method. The patterns 
showed the' Ka,-doublet in varyin g sharpness, ranging from 
clearly separated K1 and K_ lines to a rather broad line , ~ 
with a single maximum. 
, ' 
A semiquantitativ'e 'nfethod of specifying the breadth of 
the diffraction lines was adopted for convenience, The films 
were r ated on a I-to-6 basis , 1 being the go od extreme and 
6 the . poor extre'me ~f.i g . P>4) • • Roughly, a rating 1 was as- , 
signed to ' a line if the doublet ~ as resolved distinctly . The 
ratin g 6 corresponded to a line ~o broad as to rai~o the ques-
tion if it were indeed present. In this investi ga tlon, lines 
rated as 1 to 3 could be measured with a good accuracy, while 
some measurements of doubtful accuracy were made on lines of 
poorer accuracy. Approximately ' ~O ' percent of the circumfer-
ence of the weld bead was r a ted 3 or better, and ~O pe~cent 
was 4 · or \vorse (see fig. P>8). 
" 
Thus, even the low-carbon steel of the weld · proper -was 
distorted during the welding procedure to such an extent that 
the accurC7cy of X-ray stress ' me,asurements is seriously im-
paired in a considerable portion of the bead. 
Some further difficulties resulted from th~ large grain 
size of some surface areas of the welded be a d, which did not 
yield unifqrm diffraction lines even 'whenthe film was rocked, 
but resulted in streaks within the K - doublet (references 16 a, 
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and 17). However, this applied only to a fe~ exposures. 
One out of approximately ,two ' hundred fiI~~ : ~~s ' fmpossible 
35: 
to measure because of this difficulty. In all other cases, 
rocking of the film during exposure produced measurable 
lines. 
In ail cases the metal adjace'nt to " the weld yield'ed, 
X-ray patterns composed o f such broad, diffu~e lines that 
stress determinations by the method applied were not suc-
cessful. It is possibl e that 'some method might be applied, 
which, however l would be ~xtremely tedious and ' tim~­
con?uming (reference 18). The change along two selected 
element 's is shown in figure 55, in which the r~ting~ ~re". 
plotted for a number of films, illustrating t he previously" 
discussed variations ,: of the metallurgical condftion, : jf " 
exposures are taken a certain distance away ' from the ' welded 
bead (in region (3», the heating has been surfic~ent ( to 
remove the effects due , to " cold work, but not suffici,ent , to 
cause effect? by cooling from above ' the critical, anc;l ,sharp 
diffr a ction ~ines are obtained. ' 
. : , .. ' '. 
" . 
stresses across the Weld 
r: . ~ ~; I. •• .. 
, , ~be " changes 'of the lon&itudinal and circumferential 
stre,s ,ses, a~ross t ,he , .. eld' 'we,re determined for two elements 
a t , '6',0.,0, a,.~d' ,275'0.' (t~ble IV and fie. B6). Exposures were 
taken,', 1.n , :interrv;als ,of O. Of' inch on both 'st'des of the visual 
• i " t ~ 
cente+, of the weid . ,: Th~ width of the weld, proper , as a:p- I 
parent to t h e ~ eye after machining and · et c hing, was approxi~ " 
mately 0.30 , inch~ However , width and position o f the wel~ , 
vary for different points around the tube, and conse~~en~iy ~, 
the assumed center , J,ine has no 'physical significance. " ' Fur- '" 
thermore, it is clearly recognized from figure Ei6 , that " the 
s~~ess ,state is ,not symmetrical ' about the ~ssumed cente~ '~~~ 
l1'ne o'r ' about any , other possible '''position of a center line,. ' 
• ." I ~, ' 
" A , s~ggestion of symmetry can ~e ' sd~n tn the read~ng~ , for ~\4~ ( 
60 0 , po~ition but" n,one f ,or the 27.5 0 position . '," , __ ~,' 'r , "'. 
: • ~ :' ;.; ;.; I • I.: .• ' ... .. ... 
• t '."···· . f ' .' ", ····r~··· · j.~ : . ~ , .;(.:.: 
1?,ot'h the l ,ong- i't,udinal 'and' ,tra'nsverse stre'sses ch.~,nge ,,''' ' '' 
with t he positi,c n ,ae,ross ,the weld." " Appa:re'riti'y "'the s.tres's ' " 
pattern is cha~ a~tcri3ed by a fairly slow chang~ of t~e 
s t res ,s:' , a ,s, c ,oJtlpa+,'~, ~ : ,wi;t h t ,he, ':.ap i :d:: '{I uc t 'ua:,t' 1~on S , ,-Iili'~~~ 'd , th ,~,!.,; ,: :': 
t1l:be, as W1t.}_:, . .pJ~ " dlS,~,u'Ssed ,lu "er. :. ' I " ' , '" , ~ " , 
'" ~ . 
. (- .:.: .,.' "'., " ;". (' { r : . \ ." ' . .¥ .: ~ ;., . ~ • • '. ." 
.', ' , .Hp:;, e>.ve r " (, a,~ '! ,s::!'J;3.C e m eJi,t oif .t h.e : P'? i n t : 0 f ' e x p 0:;:; ul;' ~ " by 
0.0f' inch JIlight:cause ,.i ,n so me 'Ca!'s 'e 's a ~ chan :ge ' of 'o'ne cd the 
. 'J ' ...'..... , ' . I. .' . • '. ' 
s t r e ,~ s.e $ :; ,9f : ~s ~ mue h i3- s , ,00, 000" t{) 4,b. Ob? /)):~ r: -,: :,' .. ,:, ~ , 
.~ ~ • \ ' • ".:' . ". • • • ., I' 
: :' ', ; . \ .~ ) 
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Longitudinal and Circumferential ' Stresses 
.. 
around t 'he Tube 
Figure 57 shows tha.t accurately measurable X-ray 
patterns were, restricted to two large and several small 
regions around the tube. 
The two l~rge regions were selected for the mea~ure­
ment 'of both the longit'udinal and c:ircumferential 'st:resses 
in interva,l.s -~of fio along the cent 'er' line of the weld . In 
addition , such stress 'measurements were, 'made also for each 
interval of 45 0 • The results are represented in table V 
and figure 58, showing what regions yielded accurately 
meas ura ble f -i 1m s. 
No att~:~'pt was made to dra'" trend lines . through the ' 
experimental point s " l' n f f gu r e ' fi 8 • The i n d i v i d u a lp 0 i n t s 
would devi~te from iny possible trend lin~ · by - as 'much as 
±10,000 psi. These variations exceed the presumable ac-
curacy of the stress measurement by two to three times, 
.. 
, . 
As the accuracy of locating a desired part is estimated 
to be considerably better than O.OOOB inch, these variations 
can be explained only ~ a~ actual fluctuationS ' of .. the residual 
stress in the welded ~e~d . Consequently , ~n ' citder to obtain 
a fairly complete stress pattern around the " tube, 'exposures 
must be taken in very ~mall intervals, say of 0.010 inch 
along the circumferenc 'e '~ " To do this, the technique used in 
the present investigai~~~ would have to be changed, the 
width of the exposed A~~~ being too large in relation to 
the expected frequency " bf the fluctuations. 
. ." \ . .1. " 
The slightly ' reduced scattering in the range of 125 0 to 
16 00 in: com p a 7'1 son 'w 1 t h -t h a't '1 n .t h ~ ran g e 15 0 t 0 65 0 can be a t-
tri'O,u:ted . . to, tw.d f.a.ctors • .. First, the rating of the lines was 
better, and second, the. film m~ ,~surements were repeated sev-
e r a 1 tim e sin 0 r d e r' . t 0 'i m p 1" 0 v e 't he a c cur a c y • Howe v e r , sin c e 
these , m.e~~~!es caused only a slight reduction of the fluctua-
tions, ~~~ flu~tuations we~e corisid8red as real. 
.' • 'I' 
i ' • • " I 
Neit,her".t.he lO,ngit:udin-a.l nor the circumferenti'al stress"\ 
shows an average which" (s ' either definitely tension or d.e .fi-
nit ely com pre s s ion. Fro III the the r mal con d i t ion s 0 f 'we 1 d i n.g , 
a considerable average tension in the circumferential direc-
tion should .be expected in the welded bead, while the average 
longitudinal stress should he' zero. The determined surface 
stresses certainly do not offer any confirmation of this 
expectation. 
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In many X-ray inye~tiga~~ons, only ~ne exposure, per-
pendicular t 'o the sur£~ce 'at ,each point, was ma~e, and the 
sum of the two principal stresses ~1 + Sa in th~ surface 
wai determined. Such a procedure assumes the knowledge of 
'" the stress-fre'e .la'ttic'e "parameter a o' 
On the contrary,' three exposures made at e~ch point 
per mit the calculat16n of the stress-free lattice parameter 
ao at this point, as well as two stresses in the surface, 
a c cor din g tot h e f 0 ~l 0 win g 'e qua t ion: 
" 
The stress-free parameters were calculate~ for all 
points where the Lcingitudinal and circumferential stresses 
were measured. The values (table VI) vary to a considerable 
extent" the average ,value being 2.86110 ± 0.00020 angstrom 
units; and some values deviate as much as ±0.0004 angstrom 
unit from this average. This accuracy is as g uod as can be 
expected, even for regular deter minations of lattice param-
eters by the back-reflecti on method (reference 19). donse-
quently, it cannot be de~ided whether the variations are 
cau sed by rarid6m errors or p o~sibly by differences in the 
steel comp6iition. This second explanation' is suggested by 
t h e fact (apparent from table III) t ha t within' anyone re-
stricted interval the values a gree ' dortsider~bly better than 
the values from different intervals. 
It might be assu'med that b y! 1lia'king a single' "exposure 
perpendicular to th e surface, the'I/'su'm of th'e princ1p:al stresses 
can be me 'asured with sufficient a 'cTcuracy, \·/hen the ' stress-free 
lattic,e parameter is ta k en a s 2.8610'0 angstrom uni,t ·s. A large 
number of such X-ray patterns were take n, therefore" ,and the 
sum of the principal stresses determined (table VII ~~d fig. 58). 
However, the su m of the princi pal stresses ' 51 + Sa. ob-
taine d in this man ner, is not the sa,ll,L~ :, as t.hat determined by 
addition of the longitudinal and circumferential stresses 
8L + Se = 8 1 + Sa without usin g th.e .'str·ess-'fre e lat t ice pa-
rameter (fig. 58). The values det~rmined by the two met hod s 
agree comparat ivel y well , considering the un c erta i nty r egard-
ing the stre ss-fr ee parameter and the difficulty of reproducing 
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the exposed e,rea in two independent ' series of tests . The 
deviations from a trend line can be kept below approximately 
±IO,OOO psi. It is apparent from thes~ ' resul~s that the 
single exposure method does not yield suff i ciently accurate 
and lucid stress' values. 
The sum of the principal stresses (fig. ~8) again illus-
trates the rapid fluctuations of the stress state around the 
tube. No correlation is apparent between the surface stresses 
a~~ the mechanism of the welding process. 
Individual Princ'ipal Stresses 
Utilizing independentlY the two sides of each film ob-
tained in the two oblique directions, four values of lattice 
parameter are obtained which permit the determination of the 
magnitude and direction of the two principal stresses (see 
reference I , method G4.). This method is not . ~~ry· accurate, 
and the fo 'llowing, ~esults (assembled in fig. fi9 ' and. table 
VIII) are therefore open to considerable argumept • . The meas-
ure wents .were restricted to one region, 125 0 to <160o. which 
yielded readily measurable films . . . 
Regarding the directions of the principal stres~eSt ~ ~' 
figure ~ga shows , th a t they scatter irregularly about the '. 
longitudinal . and transverse directions. The accuracY , of .. ~ " 
these angles is very limited a nd co~sequently the results ., 
cannot be taken as a ·proof either that the principal direc- -
tions coincide approximately or diverge considerably from 
the longitudinal and circumferential directions. 
The principal stresses (fig. ~9b) differ from the longi-
tudinal and cirq~mferential stresses (fig. 59c) but not to a 
sufficient ,extent -' to warrant any other .conclusion but ,that the 
longitudinai and ci~cu~ferential stresses a~e the principal 
stre·sses. T.he distri'bution of the one prin,cipal stress Sl' 
over the ' investigated ' range agrees with that of the circum-
ferenti 'a'l ' s..t,ress SCt ' and the distrlbutio,n of the. other,. prin-
cipal stre~1 Sa corresponds to that of ~he longitudinal 
stress SL. 
A ~or~ accurate X-ray stress measurement met'hod mus~ ~e 
used to 'obtain m'ore ' decisiv'e informa tion regarding the lll'a 'g-
nitude and, in particular, the directions of the princfpai' 
stresses . .J 
,I 
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Measurements b~ fueana ' of ' X-ray ' diffraction techniques 
of the principal at~esses,', in " flat notched tensile bars of 
SAt X-4130 steel and 24S-T aluminum alloy have demonstrated 
the following: 
1. X-ray diffraei:l.on· methods can be used to determine 
sUrface stresses in metals in which the stress gradients are 
not steep, prov~ded : ths ~bndition of , th~ : metal is suitable. 
Measurement of st~essea in the interior of a metal is not 
poasibl~ at p~~s~ht ! e*dept by inference frolli the surface 
stress~s. ' The m~asure.tilent of highly localized stresses ean- " 
not be achieved by X-ray diffraction without ' extensive : ex- ' 
perimental precautions. 
2~ The longitudinal stress in a flat-~otch~d speci-
men was found to be inagreement.with the results of previous 
theoretical ' ~hd photoelastic investigations so long as the 
metal ' was elastically strained . The changes of longitudinal 
stress have - been determined for the range ih stress in which ' 
the notched section becomes prosressivelY , ~~astlc. ' These 
stress chan~es we~e found,to confirm previd~slY developed 
theories, 
'3.'!n the range af : elastic stress , the ratio of the 
average transverse to longitudinal stresses was found to be 
independent of stress but varied with the degree of notching. 
; , 
4~ When the average stress exceeds the elastic ' range 
and progres$ive plastic flow occurs without further increase 
in load, the stress distribution changes gradually because of 
yielding, the change being of the same type as that caused by 
partial unloading. It was , further noted that surface stress 
does not increase as rapidly .' ~s th~ stress in the interior 
when the average stress [ is · ~eyond the . ei~~tic range. 
Attempts to determine the residual stresses in a butt-
welded joint in SAE X-4l30 steel tubing by means of X-ray 
diffr a ction showed that: 
(a) The residual stresses present in a structure 
welded from the alloy steel SAE X-4l30 cannot be measured in 
the regions of the parent metal, affected by the heat . These 
heat-affected regions presumably contain large residual 
stresses. 
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(b) Only if the weld · bea4- . i·s made from low-carbon 
steel can accurate stress measurements be made in the bead. 
However, the structure of the deposited metal varies con-
siderably~ and . ~~me ~pa~ts may be i~~uch . e condition that 
the accura,c 'y 6.f · :~' he ,II)'ea:surelll:ents becomes ,·.~ery, small. 
(c) Large' variations o'f fhe s~rfac' ~: ~t' re;~ .ses in 
both the longitudinal and circumferential directions were 
obse~ved. bot}l .arollnd th,e, weld a~~ ;~c ;r :o:ss ' ,tl:re' w,e.l-d,. :' 
, , 
(d) In the , fongftudinal d ,ir~ction, the ' highe ,st ,stress. , 
values me\is ur ed t.,e re 12,000 psi in tension . and 20, ,000. p·si in 
compressibn ~ - The ' averag~ stress was a small. c~mpressive . 
stress. A ;g ' th'e , b'-titt-1f,elded tubing is not , restrained , in the 
longitudinal direction, ' little ~ongitudinal stress was ex-
pected. . ' 
(b) In the circumferential ,direction, the highest 
stress values measured we~e 30,000 psi in tension and 15,000 , 
psi in " compression. The average stress was approximately , 
6000 psi in tension. ~his corresponds to the value expected 
from previous mea~urements by mechanical methods. The low 
magnitude of the peak values of stress may possibly be ex-
plained by the machining operation which relieves the sur-
face sfres~ ~~m~what; the low magnitude of the average stress 
may be explained by the fluctuations of stress and the limita-
tion tha i; no residual stress sho.ul~ eX,~eed.;,th:e ,yield strength 
of the _met~l. ' ,': ":1 
; f ' • • 
'(i) Thi~ inves~igation reveals a rather restricted 
applicability pf the X-ray diffraction m~thod f 'or .the ·measure-
ment or" residu,a'l stress in weldments. . .' 
D~partm~nt of Metallurgi c al Engineeri~g, 
·: tase School of Applied Science, 
'C~eve land, Ohi 0, Oct 0 ber 11" 1944. 
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LOAD POSI-
AND AV. TION 
STRESS 
, 140 Ibs. 1 
(4,300 psi) 2 
3 
4 
400 Ibs. 1 
(12,000 psi) 2 
3 
4 
1110 lbs. ] 
(33 ,700 psi) 2 
3 
4 
Residual 1 
Stress 2 
Unloaded 3 
from 4 
1110 1bs. 
. 
~ -~ .- --
TABLE I 
20% N.OTCHED DURALUMIN SP-ECIMEN 
NORMAL LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
PARAMETER PARAMETER PARAMETER 
IN AO IN AO IN AO 
4.0402 4.0421 4.0405 
4.0404 4.0418 4.0403 
4.0408 4.0422 4.0407 
4.0409 4.0416 4.0417 
4.0370 4.0426 4.0391 
4.0394 4.0419 4.0398 
4.0401 4.0426 4.0397 
4.0395 4.0417 4.040l 
4.0368 4.0418 4:.0385 
4.0350 4.0422 4.0382 
4.0363 4.0422 4.0379 
4.0364 4.0427 4.0378 
4.0452 4.0413 4.0442 
4.0408 4.0413 4.0416 
4.0409 4.0413 4.0412 
4.0416 4.0414 4.0418 
LONGI TUDINAL 
STRESS 
PSI 
-+ 10,000 
+- 6,000 
+ 7,000 
+- 3,500 
+-29,000 
+14,500 
+13,000 
. +11,500 
+26,000 
+37,000 
+31,000 
+-33,500 
, 
+20,000 
+- 2,000 
+ 2,000 
- ],000 
TRANSVERSE 
STRESS 
PSI 
-
+ 1 ,500 
+ 500 
-
500 
+ 4,000 
+11,000 
+ 2,000 
- 2,000 
+ 3,000 
+. 9,000 
+16,500 
+ 8,500 
+ 7,000 
- 5,000 
+ 3,500 
+ 1,500 
+ 1,000 
!;z: 
~ 
a 
> 
~ 
til!: 
sz: 
0 
. 
co 
CD 
-.J 
~ 
~ 
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TABEE II 
25% NOTCHED S.A.E.X4130 STEEL 
. 
LOAD POSITION NORMAL LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. PARAMETER PARAMETER PARAMETER 
STRESS. IN AO IN AO IN AO 
527 1bs. , 1 2.86061 2.86147 2.86003 
(17,000 psi) .2 .2.86044 2.86150 2.86052 
3 2.86059 2.86118 2.86071 
4 2.86062 2.86124 2.86044 
5 2.86022 2.86128 2.86050 
1550 Ibs. 
(50,000 psi) 1 2.85908 2.86253 2.86003 
.2 .2.85885 2.86196 2.86035 
3 2.859.24 2.86173 2.86019 
4 2 .. 85945 2.86189 2.86002 
5 2.85972 2.86215 2.'86020 
Residual Stress 1 2.86143 2.86099 2.86100 
Unloaded from 2 2.86083 2.86096 2.86103 
1550 1bs. 3 2.86095 2.86089 2.86089 
4 2. 86095 2.86071 2.86097 
5 2.86095 2.86072 2.86097 
Loaded to 2170 1bs. 1 2.85996 2.86230 2.86057 
(70,000 psi) 2 2.85893 2.86233 2.86008 
Unloaded to 1960 1bs. 3 '2.85879 2.86200 2.86008 
(59,000 psi) 4 2.85907 2.86224 2.86022 
5 2.85927 2.86204 2.86000 
Residual St!'9SS 1 2.86179 2.86052 .2.86093 
Unloaded from 2 2.86092 2.86101 2.86114 
2170 Ibs. 3 2.86077 2.86100 2.86097 
4 2.86073 2.86066 2.86109 
5 2.86089 2.86085 2.86112 
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TABLE II (CONT'D~ 
25% NOTCHED S.A.E. X4130 STEEL 
LOAD POSI- LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. TION STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI 
STRESS MEASURED MEASURED CORRECTED CORRECTED 
527 1bs. 1 +13,600 - 9,200 +14.,700 -10,100 
(17,000 psi) 2 +16,800 + 1,300 +17,700 + 900 
3 + 9,300 + 1,900 + 9,800 -l-- 1,500 
4 + 9,800 - 2,800 +10,400 - 3,300 
5 -tl6,800 + 4,400 +17,600 + 4,200 
1550 Ibs. 1 +54,500 +15,000 +57,600 +14,200 
(50,000 psi) 2 +49,200 +23,700 +51,300 +23,700 
3 +39,400 +15,000 +41,100 +15,000 
4 +37,200 + 7,600 +39,100 + 6,900 
5 . -ir38,400 + 7,600 +40,400 + 6,800 
Residual Stress 1 - 7,000 - 6,800 - 7,200 - 7,000 
Unloaded from 2 + 2,100 + ~.200 + 2,100 + 3,200 
1550 Ibs. 3 
-
900 
-
900 - 1,000 - 1,000 
4 - 3,800 + 300 - 4,000 + 400 
5 - 3,600 + 300 - 3,800 +- 400 
Loaded to 1 +37,000 + 9,600 +38, 800 + 9,000 
2170 1bs .. 2 +53,000 +18,200 +56,200 +17,600 
(70,000 psi) 3 +50,700 +20,400 +52,900 +20.,000 
Unloaded to 4 +50,000 +18,200 +52,300 +17,700 
1960 1bs. 5 +43,800 +11,500 +46,000 +10,800 
(59,500 psi) 
Residual Stress 1 -20,100 -13,600 -20,800 -13,800 
Unloaded from 2 + 1,400 + 3,500 + 1,400 + 3,700 
2170 1bs. 3 + 3,600 + 3,200 + 3,700 + 3,300 
4 - 1,100 + 5,200 - 1,400 + 5,500 
5 - 600 + 3,600 - 700 + 3,800 
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T.ABLE III 
5% NOTCHED S. A. E. X413·0 STEEL 
LOAD POSITION NORMAL LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. PARAMETER PARAMETER PARAMETER 
STRESS IN AO IN AO IN AO 
578 1bs. 1 2086025 2.86129 2.86003 
(17,000 psi) 2 2.86039 2.86145 2.86037 
3 2.86032 2.86141 2.86040 
4 2.86015 2.86125 2.86033 
5 2.86041 2.86155 2.86038 
Loaded to 1020 1bs. 1 2.86021 2.86138 2.86013 
(30,000 psi) 2 2.86034 2.86140 2.86008 I 
Unloaded to 870 Ibs. 3 2.86020 2.86156 2.86013 
(25,500 psi ) 4 2.86016 2.86151 2.85988 
5 2.86005 2.86128 2.86009 
Residual Stress 1 2.86089 2.86069 2.86086 
Unloaded from 2 2.86070 2.86097 2.86069 
1020 Ibs. 3 2.86074 2.86048 2.86072 
4 2.86074 2.86058 2.86064 
5 2.86073 2.86070 2.86072 
Loaded to 1713 Ibs. 1 P..85971 2.86207 2.85973 
(50,400 psi) 2 2.85982 2.86203 2.85970 
Unloaded to 1405 1bs. 3 2.85957 2.86196 2.85979 
(41,400 psi) 4 2.85981 2.86210 2 .85984 
5 2.85954 2.86195 2 .85967 
Residual Stress 1 2 .86092 2,,86103 2 . 86079 
Unloaded from 2 2 .86088 2.83057 2.86101 
1713 Ibs. 3 2.86070 2.86042 2.86039 
4 2 .86068 2.86086 2.86073 
5 2.86070 2.86071 2.86089 
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TABLE· III (CONTID . ) 
5% NOTCHED S . A.E. X4130 STEEL 
LOAD POSI- LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. TION STRESS- PSI STRESS-PSI STRESS- PSI STRESS- PSI 
STRESS MEASURED MEASURED CORRECTED CORRECTED 
I 
I 
578 Ibs. 1 +16 , 400 I - 3 , 500 +17 ,400 - 4 , 200 (17,000 psi) 2 +16 , 800 - 300 +17,700 - 800 
3 +17, 200 +1, 300 +18 , 200 + 900 
4 +17,400 +2, 800 +18 , 300 +2 , 500 
5 +18 , 000 
-
500 +19, 000 - 1,000 
Loaded to 1020 Ibs. 1 +18 , 500 -1, 300 +1 9 , 500 - 2 , 000 
(30,000 psi) 2 +16 ,700 - 4 ,100 +1 7 ,700 - 4 , 800 
Unloa ded to 870 I bs. 3 +21,500 - 1 ,100 +22 ,700 - 1 , 800 
( 25,500 psi) 4 +21, 300 -4 , 400 +22 , 600 - 5 , 200 
5 +1 9 , 4.00 + 600 +20 , 500 0 
Res idual St ress 1 - 3 , 200 - 500 - 3 , 400 - 400 
Unloaded from 2 + 4 , 300 - 2 00 + 4 , 500 - 300 
1020 Ibs. - 3 - 4 , 100 - 300 - 4 , 300 - 200 
4 - 2 , 500 -1, 600 - 2 , 600 -1, 500 
5 - 5 00 - 200 - 500 - 200 
Loaded to 1 713 I bs . 1 +-37 , 300 + 300 +39 , 300 - 800 
(50,400 ps i ) 2 +35 ,100 -1, 900 +37 , 200 - 3 , 100 
Unloaded to 1405 Ibs. 3 +37 , 800 I +3 , 500 +3£) , 700 +2 , 600 i 
(41 , 400 p s i) 4 +36 , 200 : + 500 +38 , ~OO - 600 
5 +38 ,100 +2 ,100 +40 , 100 +1 , 100 
Residual Stress 1 + 1 ,700 - 2, 100 + 1 , 4.00 - 2 , 300 
Unloaded f rom 2 - 4 , 900 +2 , 100 - 5 , 300 + ~ , 300 
17131bs . 3 - 4 ,400 - '1 , 9CO - 4 , 500 -5 , 100 
4 + 2, 800 + 800 + 3 , 000 + 700 
5 + 200 - 3 , 000 + ;:00 - 3 , 200 
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TABLE IV 
Longitudinal and Circumferential Stresses at Various Positions 
Across the Weld (Along the Length of the Tube) 
Distance 8L - 8C - 8L + 8C = 81 + 82 from Center 
-(from normal Line of Weld 1000 psi 1000 ps i 8 + 82 exposure)-Inches 1 1000 psi 1000 p si 
At the 60 0 Position of Circumference 
-.10 
- 5* -14-~ -19* 
-.05 -14 - 3 - 17 -28 
o - 2 + 7 + 5 + 7 
+.05 - 1 + 3 + 2 + 2 
+.10 - 8 - 1 - 9 - 4 
+.15 -10 
- 5 -15 -26 
+.20 +22* +12* +34-l~ +27~-
At the 27 5 0 Position of Circumference 
-.15 -32.6 -11.6 -44.2 -40 
-.10 - 39.8 - 8.9 -48.7 -42 
-.05 -42.5 - 4.1 -46.6 -40 
o -15.4 - 4.5 -19.9 -16 
+.05 - 6.0 - 2.0 - 8.0 - 8 
+.10 - 6.8 - 4.0 -10. 8 -11 
+. ,15 - 3'.4 - 4.5 - 7. 9 - 8 
+.20 - 3.0 - 6.5 - 9 .5 - 5 
-l('doubtful - large rating 
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TABLE V 
Longitudinal and Circumferential Stresses gt Various Positions 
Around the Center Line of the Weld 
Angular SL - Sc - SL + Sc SL + Sc from normal 
Position 
Degrees 1000 psi 1000 psi = Sl + S2 exposure - 1000 p si 
1000 psi Observer 1 Observer 
15 + 3 +20 +23 +27 + 4 
20 +10 +12 +22 +28 +18 
2 5 - 2 + 4 + 2 +19 +18 
30 + 9 + 7 +16 +23 +25 
35 I + 9 + 2 +11 +lS +36 
40 
- 3 + 9 + 6 +11 +27 
45 + 6 +11 +17 + 6 +40 
50 -15 + 4 -11 0 0 
55 + 3 +19 +22 +18 +12 
60 
- 2 + 7 + 5 + 7 + 5 
65 -18 +10 
- 8 +12 +10 
105 . + 6 +25 +31 +2 5 +18 
125 + 1 + 2 + 3 
- 2 - 3 
130 + 6 + 8 +14 +13 - 4 
135 + 3 0 + 3 0 -40 
140 
- 3 +12 + 9 + 3 -31 
145 -17 + 4 -13 - 21 -18 
150* - 20 - 5 -25 - 37 -27 
" 
-15 - 5 -20 -24 
155 -18 -14 -32 -31 - 27 
160 -10 - 3 -13 - 22 - 25 
195 +13 +30 +43 +45 +40 
240 + 9 -14 - 5 + 9 I -18 2S5 -IS + 2 -16 -21 
I 
-40 
330 -17 + 1 -16 -12 +25 
*Two independent exposures taken 
2 
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TABLE VI 
Stress-free Lattice Parameters at Various Points Across and 
Around the Weld. 
0 
Around the Weld Acro ss the Weld at the 275 Position 
Angular Lattice Distance from Lattice 
Position Para18eter Center Line of ParatIJeter 
Degrees - A Weld - Inches - A 
15 2.86101 
20 2.86095~ Q) 
25 bD -.15 2.86079 2 •. 86086 m 
30 2.86092 H -.10 2.86101 Q) 
35 2.86093 ~ -.05 2.86103 
40 2.86097 en 00 2.86104 
45 2.86138 !":l +.05 2.86111 0) 
50 2.86083 0 +.10 2.86112 
55 2.86119 co +.15 2.86112 <l) 
60 2.86105 oi +.20 2.86100· 
6~ 2.86059) 0 Across the Weld at the 60 Position 
105 2.86124 
125 2.86123 Q) -.10 2.86149 bD 
130 2.8611 3 co -.05 2.86137 
'135 2.861 17< H 00 2.86105 (J) 
140 2.86124 ~ +.05 2.86109 en 
145 2.86131< 
tQ +.10 2.86098 150 2.86141 C\l +.15 2.86148 
150 2.86121 r-i +.20 2.86127 co 
155 2.86106 <l) 
160 2.86132 . C\l 
195 2.86106 
240 2.86075 
285 2.86123 
330 2.86100 
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TAl3·LE vn 
Principal Stress Sum at Various Positions Around the Center 
Line of the Weld 
Angular Sl + S2 1000 psi Angular Sl + S2 1000 psi Position Position 
First Second First Second Degrees Value Value Degrees Value Value 
0 
-19.0 180 - 2.0 + 6.0 5 0.0 185 -18.0 10 -42.5 190 -39.0 -39.0 15 + 4.0 195 +40.0 +40.0 20 +18.0 200 -16.0 25 +18.0 205 - 9.0 30 +25.0 210 -1.4.0 35 +36,0 +29.0 215 
- 4.0 40 +27.5 +23.0 220 
- 9.0 -13.0 45 +40.0 +40.0 225 -31.0 -31.0 50 0.0 - 9.0 230 -18.0 55 +12.0 :235 -12.0 60 + 5.0 240 
-18.0 65 +10.0 245 0.0 70 
-23.5 250 -14.0 75 
-21.5 255 
- 3.0 80 
- 7.0 260 -14.0 85 0.0 265 
-31.0 90 +12.0 270 -26.5 
95 +31.0 275 -20.0 
100 +41.5 280 -36.0 
105 +18.0 285 -40.0 
110 0.0 290 -16.0 
115 0.0 295 - 4.5 
120 
- 1.0 300 -50.0 
125 
- 3.0 305 -40.0 
130 - 4.0 310 -18.0 
135 -40.0 -40.0 315 -16.0 
140 -31.0 -36.0 320 -14.0 
145 -18.0 325 +22.0 
150 -27.0 330 +25 .5 
155 -27.0 335 +45.0 
160 -25.0 340 +31.0 
165 -14.0 345 +12.0 
170 -14.5 350 + 7.0 
175 -23.0 -27.0 355 
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Figure 1.- Stress distrib-
tion in a notohed 
flat bar under tension 
(Coker and Filon). 
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Figure 2.- Effect of bottom 
radius on stress 
oonoentration in a flat bar 
having V notohes as shown 
in Figure 1. 
Figure 3.- stress dlstrib-
tion in a notohed 
flat bar under tension 
(Coker and FiIon) . 
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as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 5.- Effect of depth and 
radius of notch on 
stress concentration in a flat 
notched bar (derived from Frocht). 
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Figure 7.- Effect of notch depth on stress 
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bars. 
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FIGURE 9.-Mergence of Ka doublet on normalizing from 1700° F . 
(a) (b) (c) 
FIGURE 10.-Diffraction patterns of SAE X4130 steel, stress relieved at (a) 1000° F., 
(b) 1250° F., and (c) 1320° F ., after normalizing from 1700° F . 
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relieved at 1320 F. 
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ACA T Jo . 9 7 Figs. 14, 15 
F lG RE 14.- P cial ten ile tc ting machinc. 
FIGURE I5.- Special ten ile testing machine in po ition to make oblique diffraction patterns 
of dm'alumin tensile bar. 
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NACA T o. 9 7 Fig. 16, 17 
FIGURE 16 .- Back rcfl cction cas ctte and pinhole y tern. 
FIGURE 17.- Back reflection camera with pinhole y tern in place and rocking mechanism. 
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ACA T No.9 7 Figs. 1 , 19,20 
FIGURE I.- Diffraction pattern showi.ng spotty silver lin . 
(a) (b) (c) 
FIGURE 19.- Diffraction patterns showing (a) too little, (b) proper amount, 
and (c) too much silver. 
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FIGURE 20.- Typical duralumin diffraction pattern. 
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FIGURE 22.- pecial ten ile machine 
in position for making transver e 
str ain diffraction pattern from 
AE X4130 tecl ten ile hal's . 
Figs. 21, 22 
FIGURE 21.- Special tensile machine 
in position for making longitudinal 
s train diffraction pattern from 
AE X41 30 steel tensile bar . 
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Figure 24&.- Bide view of focusing sphere showing non-
focusing conditions for oblique incidence . 
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Figure 24b.- Top view of section through minor diameter 
of focusing sphere showi ng focusing condi-
tions for oblique incidence. 
ACA T No.9 7 Fig. 25, 26 
FIGURE 25.- Comparator u ed in mea uring ted diffraction pattern . 
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FIGURE 26.- Viewing tube for comparator used in mea Ul"ing uuralumin diffraction patterns. 
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figures 28,29,30.- Measured st~e88 distributions in 20~ notched 
24-SH duralumin flat tensile bar. 
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Figure 31.- Proposed elastic longitudinal stress distributions in 
notched tensile test bars with increasing applied loads. (Sachs and .Lubahn) . 
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F1gure 32.- Res1dual streBS distribut10n 1n ao~ notohed 
24-SH duralum1n flat tensile bar. 
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Figures 34,35.- Measured stress distributions in 25~ notched 
SAE X4l30 steel flat tensile bar. 
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Figure 36.- Residual stress distribution in 25% notched 
SAE X4l30 steel flat tensile bar. 
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Figure 37.- Ficticious elastic stress distribution for 
50,000 psi average load on 25% notched SAE 
X4130 steel flat tensile bar. (Actual distribution minus 
residual distribution). 
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Figure 38.- Hypothetical strese d1etr~bution tor 10,500 psi 
average elastic relief of 70,000 psi average 
load on 25~ notcbed SAl X4130 flat tensile bar. 
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Figure 39.- .ctual stress distribution curve for 70,000 
psi average load on 25~ notohed SAl 14130 
flat tensile bar (measured distribution pl~s hypotbetical 
distr1bution) . 
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F1gure 40.- Res1dual stress d1str1bution in 25% notohed 
SA! X4130 steel flat tensile bar. 
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Figures 42,43,44.- Measured stress distribution in 5% notohed SAl 
X4130 steel flat tensile bar. 
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Figures 45,46.- Residual stress distribution in SA! X4l30 
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F IGURE 52.- Direction of tb incident bcam for var i.ou typc of CXPOSlll'C . 
F IGURE 53.- The goniometer u ed to hold thc weldcd tubc in thc proper po ition rclative to 
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FIGURE 54.-Illu tration of the qualitative rating sy tern 1.1 ed to indicate the measurability 
of X -ray films. 
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the measurability of the X-ray films. 
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*" ARBITRARY, QUIUITIITIVE MEASIJRE OF THE SUITABILITY OF THE FILM FOR MEASIJREMENT. 
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figure 56.- Longitudinal and circumferential stresses at 
various pOints across the weld. 
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Figure 58.- Longitudinal and c1roumferential stresses, film meaauribi11ty an~ prino1pal 
stress BUMB for various positions around the weld at the v1sual center line. 
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Figure 59.- Magnitude and direction of the principal stresses 
at various points along one port10n of the center 
line of the weld. 
